
by Sidney Bricker
News Editor

Los Gatos High’s students showed their school pride during the 
second semester spirit week, held from Apr. 4-8. Dressing up for themed 
days and participating in games, staff and students alike rallied to 
earn points for their respective grades in a friendly competition that 
pits freshman, sophomores, juniors, and seniors against each other for 
one week biannually. Members of the leadership class transformed the 
school’s main hallway into a cartoon-soaked wonderland. Depictions of 
classic characters like Scooby and Bugs Bunny paired with string lights, 
cray paper and streamers served to make the hallway unrecognizable. 

On Monday, hundreds of students roamed the campus in plaid 
pajama pants carrying a wide array of items from instrument cases 
to shopping carts for the dual-themed Anything but a Backpack and 
Pajama spirit day. 

On Tuesday, Wildcats showed spirit by coming to school dressed 
according to the Country vs. Country Club theme. Among students 
playing for team country, cowboy hats and boots ruled the fashion 
scene. On the country club side, tennis skirts, polo shirts, and knit 
argyle vests were a must. 

The next day was Holiday Day, and a wide array of costumes covered the 
campus, from stripey Halloween-themed Beetlejuice-reminiscent getups 
to red, white, and blue Independence day out� ts, students went all-out. 
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For Thursday’s spirit day, the theme was split between the grades with 
an overall theme of world travel. Freshmen dressed up as mountaineers, 
sophomores as beachgoers, juniors as jungle explorers, and seniors as 
arctic tourists. During lunch, a rowdy game of dinosaur soccer raged on 
the school’s front lawn. Students stepped into in� atable T-Rex costumes 
and trampled to-and-fro to take home points for their respective grades. 

The week came to an emphatic close on Friday, as each class decked 
themselves out head to toe in their class color, freshmen in green, sopho-
mores blue, juniors orange, and seniors black. Colorfully-clad classmates 
clamored for seats in the bleachers to watch the semester’s spirit rally 
unfold on the football � eld. The dance team helped to energize the crowd 
with skillfully choreographed moves. Even though they’ll soon be saying 
sayonara, the seniors showed that their school spirit is unsurpassable, 
claiming a satisfying victory for the second time this year.
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FIGHT TO THE DEATH: Sophomores challenged the juniors in Dino Soccer.
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by Marissa Hein
Graphics Editor

Los Gatos High School Wildcat Theatre presented a production of 
Little Women that was nothing short of astonishing, marking the return 
of live musicals to the post-COVID LGHS stage. The spring musical, under 
the stage direction of Janna Rigby and vocal direction of Maricel 
Riley, held performances on Mar. 25, 26, and 31 and Apr. 1 and 2. 

Little Women tells the story of headstrong and determined Jo 
March (Riya Narain) and her three sisters — romantic Meg (Frankie 
Evans), sweet Beth (Marissa Hein), and outgoing Amy (Logan 
Campbell) — and her journey to pursue her dreams. The show hosts 
a cast of entertaining characters, such as Laurie (Anthony Pace), the 
lovable boy next door, and the wildly strict Aunt March (Keira Saban). 
Between the memorable characters and the whimsical score, composed 
by Jason Howland, the musical version of this timeless classic portrays 
the story of the March sisters in a whole new light.

Narain, a senior, led the incredible cast as Jo. Little Women marked 
one of her � rst live performances since LGHS’s Mamma Mia, in which 
she played Rosie. For Narain, playing Jo came relatively naturally, as 
“there’s a lot of freedom to experiment with her character.” That said, 
there were challenges. According to Narain, the most dif� cult part of 
the show involved not what happened onstage, but off. She explained 
“the hardest part was probably the costume and wig changes because 
there was a lot of running around happening backstage.” Quick costume 
changes are no easy feat, especially with the complex costumes the 

show requires, such as pants and skirts with multiple layers and detailed 
ball gowns. Narain added that navigating through scene changes and the 
live orchestra, composed of extremely talented LGHS band students and 
conducted by Andrew Hill, added another layer of challenges. Although 
it was tricky, the entire production team pulled together and produced 
a series of � awless performances.

Even with all the backstage chaos and stress, Narain still had plenty 
of time to make memories that will last long after the � nal bow. The 
show lent itself to a smaller cast than past productions, and the actors 
agreed that it allowed everyone to develop much closer friendships. “I 
adore every single person involved in the production,” Narain gushed 
about her fellow castmates. She explained that the strong friendships 
formed early on “made rehearsals something to look forward to.” Some 
of Narain’s favorite Little Women memories include “jamming to Taylor 
Swift with [her] friends in the dressing room, getting Asian Box before 
opening night, seeing a pigeon in the middle of rehearsal, and eating 
corn nuts.”

This year’s musical occupies a special place in the cast and crew’s 
hearts. “I cried after the show,” junior Esme Jacques, who played Mrs. 
Kirk, admitted. She revealed that the show meant a lot to her, as it 
gave her an opportunity to participate in one last production with the 
graduating seniors, who she grew very close with during rehearsals. 
No doubt, the cast and crew’s tight bond had a hand in allowing LGHS 
Wildcat Theatre to put on yet another entracing show.

BREAK A LEG: LGHS actors performed the spring musical over two weekends.

MAJOR GLOW UP: Each grade transformed a section of the front hall for spirit week.
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by Jordan Chan
Editorial Editor

The Kiwanis Club of Los Gatos hosted the 
annual Hippity Hop Egg Hunt at Oak Meadow Park 
on Apr. 16, the day before Easter Sunday. Hun-
dreds of kids flooded the park with their families 
to meet and take pictures with the Easter Bunny, 
play fun games with high school volunteers, and 
collect plastic eggs filled with delicious treats. 

Last year, due to COVID-related concerns, the 
Kiwanis Club was unable to hide eggs for kids to 
find. Instead, they adapted the event by offering 
fun, COVID-friendly games for kids to play, like 
bingo. These games made a reappearance this year, 
along with the beloved egg hunt. The Los Gatos 
Key Club, a branch of the Kiwanis family at LGHS, 
helped make it all happen: high schoolers helped 
with setting up and tearing down the event, and 
also hosted a variety of games with fun prizes for 
the kids. Out of the 700 to 800 eggs that they 
hid around the park, only one remained hidden 
after the event, indicating the Hippity Hop’s 
extraordinary turnout. 

Avni Hulyalkar, a junior at LGHS and the 
newly installed Key Club President, stated that 
“events like the Hippity Hop are especially 
important because they form the bonds that build 
a stronger community.” Key Club Vice President 
Andrew Zhang echoed this statement, adding, 
“I believe that events like this one are vital for 
reconnecting after a long period of isolation. 
Participating in events like this not only creates 
a fun outing for kids but also provides a welcom-
ing atmosphere for our community as a whole.” 

Another reason the Hippity Hop is 
such a special event for Kiwanians and Los 
Gatos families is that it is completely free. 
Nancy Pearson, the club’s past president and 
the Kiwanis advisor for Los Gatos Key Club,  
emphasized that events like this further  
Kiwanis’ core goal of helping kids around the 
world. She explained, “we’ve been doing it here 
for years…and it connects us to kids in the 
whole area.” 
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LGHS Robotics team breaks records in the 2022 season
by Angela Sheu
People Editor

The LGHS Iron Claw Robotics Team (Team 972) concluded a record-
breaking season at its final FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) regional 
event on Apr. 10.

FRC teams participated in the RAPID REACT game during the 2022 
season. In the game, two alliances of three teams compete as each 
robot scores points by shooting colored Cargo (oversized tennis balls) 
into the two openings of the central Hub and climbing various rungs 
on the Hangar structure. 

Iron Claw kicked off their build season on Jan. 8, beginning with 
strategy and design discussions. The team prioritized consistency, reli-
ability, and modular structure in their designs. Their robot now acquires 
and shoots cargo with a central pivoting arm. It also traverses the 
Hangar rungs with its sets of telescoping and static hooks. Throughout 
the competition season, the robot underwent several improvements: 
from shooting into the Lower Hub to shooting into the Upper Hub, 
as well as from climbing to the Mid (second) Rung to climbing to the 
Traversal (fourth and highest) Rung. The completed robot features a 
vision system using the Limelight Camera and various up-to-three-Cargo 
autonomous (without driver input) routines.

Iron Claw’s first competition was the Hueneme Port Regional on 
Mar. 3. The team placed 25th out of 35 during qualification matches 
and became part of the sixth-seeded alliance alongside Team 5104 
BreakerBots and Team 2102 Paradox. The alliance was eliminated in 
the quarterfinals.

The team then competed in the Monterey Bay Regional on Mar. 
23 and placed 4th out of 36 after going 10 and 2 in the qualification 
matches. As a result, they became an alliance captain — a first in the 
team’s history — leading Team 8 Paly Robotics and Team 8262 Jump 
Robotics in the third-seeded alliance, which was eliminated in the 
quarterfinals. Iron Claw won the Industrial Design Award sponsored 
by General Motors, which is awarded to celebrate “the team that 
demonstrates industrial design principles, striking a balance between 
form, function, and aesthetics.”

Student ODs in Los Altos
by Brynn Gibson
News Editor

The Mountain View Police Department released 
a statement Monday, Apr. 4, which classified the 
death of an 18-year-old Los Altos High School 
student as a potential fentanyl overdose. The teen 
passed away on Friday, Apr.1 at her home. While 
police suspect fentanyl poisoning as the cause of 
death, the investigation is ongoing. 

The MVPD stated in a press release, “we wanted 
to make you aware of a dangerous situation involv-
ing the possibility of deadly narcotics being pro-
vided to students in our community. We were made 
aware of this information Apr. 1…as part of an 
investigation we are currently conducting involving 
a potential fentanyl poisoning of a Los Altos High 
School student.”

The Mountain View Los Altos School District 
informed families of the tragedy in a message on 
Apr.1, stating, “our sincere condolences go out to 
the student’s family, friends, and school commu-
nity,” and affirmed the district would offer grief 
counseling “for as long as needed.”

The chief of emergency medicine at Zucker-
berg San Francisco General Hospital, Dr. Christo-
pher Colwell describes why fentanyl is uniquely 
dangerous: “You can put a little bit of fentanyl 
in a large amount of product...The problem 
is if you’re off by just a decimal point. It can 
have a fatal effect.” Fentanyl is a pain relief  
drug 50 to 100 times more potent than mor-
phine, and just 0.002 grams of it can be 
lethal. The drug is also extremely cheap. Col-
well explained that “the risk of [narcotics]  
being added or tainted with fentanyl is so much 
higher because it’s so available, inexpensive and it 
can be added to anything.” 

Mountain View Police public information offi-
cer, Katie Nelson, says that police want to warn 
about the dangers of the drug and save lives. 
“The thing about fentanyl that parents need 
to be aware of is that it can be in anything a  
student, or really anyone, can have in  
their possession.” 

The fentanyl epidemic is an increasingly fatal 
problem. In 2019, Santa Clara County saw 29 
fentanyl-related deaths. Last year, that number 
totaled 135. In 2020, a Stanford student overdosed 
on fentanyl at a frat party. Later that same year 
in San Jose, a 16-year-old boy was arrested for 
murder after supplying a 12-year-old girl with a 
lethal dose of the drug. However, the problem is 
not isolated in the Bay Area. 

In order to combat the growing public health 
crisis, California lawmakers announced Assembly 
Bill 2246 on Mar. 30. The proposed bill would 
officially classify fentanyl for illegal use as a 
Schedule 1 Drug, a class the U.S. Drug Enforcement 
Administration reserves for narcotics with “no cur-
rently accepted medical use and a high potential 
for abuse.” The bill makes it a felony to possess 2 or 
more grams of the drug, and allows prosecutors to 
seek 20 years to life in jail for people who distrib-
ute fentanyl resulting in a fatal overdose. “I think 
it’s important for us as a Legislature to turn the 
page on that and act urgently now to protect our 
kids,” said Assembly Member Cottie Petrie-Norris 
during a news conference announcing the bill. 
(Sources: NBC, kron4, LATimes, NIH)

LG holds Easter egg hunt  

Drama department holds Dramatic Desserts show
by Marissa Hein
Graphics Editor

On Apr. 20, audiences crowded into Los Gatos High School’s 
newly-renovated blackbox theater for one of the Drama Department’s 
most exciting events of the year — Dramatic Desserts. As tradition 
states, audience members can either purchase a ticket at the door 
or get in for free by bringing a dessert to share. 

The bi-annual fundraiser features an abundance of scenes and 
musical numbers from current drama students, as well as a recep-
tion afterwards, where both audience members and performers can 
enjoy some delectable desserts. However, the main event of the 
night is the original one-act, which students in the drama program 
wrote and directed. This semester’s one-act, titled Lethean, was a 
project for Drama 4 Honors students. Seniors Jackson Cheetham 
and Michaela Katsoudas penned the script, and Avery Di Gangi 
and Julius Anderson directed the show.

Lethean focuses on Oliver Murdoch, a patient who struggles with 
dementia, as he writes his book. The show alternates between scenes 
of Oliver struggling to write his book and scenes of his characters, a 
young man and his wife, Bailey. A plot twist at the end reveals that 
Bailey is actually Oliver’s wife, and the two worlds collide as Oliver 
attempts to remember his past.

For Cheetham and Katsoudas, writing the script was no walk in 
the park. Cheetham described the scriptwriting process as “a mixture 
of getting it wrong and then right.” According to him, one of the 
most difficult parts was creating dialogue and interactions between 
characters that felt natural, rather than forced or cheesey. However, 
he explained that once the writers found “authentic dialogue, it 
[was a] great feeling.” The writers had little trouble with coming 
up with the one act’s plot. When asked how they came up with the 
show’s premise, Cheetham stated that they “started brainstorming 
ideas on mental health, a topic that’s close to each of us involved 
in the project.” Once they had the foundation of the plot, the rest 
came quickly.

Lethean marked both Di Gangi and Anderson’s directing debut. 
When asked what sparked her interest in directing this semester’s 
one-act, Di Gangi responded, “I wanted to test myself to see if I 
could do it and if I enjoyed it, which I most definitely have.” Both 
directors have extensive experience performing onstage. However, 
they found that the transition to the other side of the table was not 
completely smooth. According to Di Gangi, one of the most difficult 
parts of directing was taking “a piece of writing and [turning] it 
into a show with unique blocking and character placement.” How-
ever, the directing team managed to overcome the challenges they 

The team’s final competition was the Silicon Valley Regional (SVR) 
on Apr. 10 where they placed 14th out of 59 in the qualification 
matches. They were part of the sixth-seeded alliance with Team 649 
MSET Fish and Team 766 M-A Bears. The alliance defeated the third-
seeded alliance but was eliminated in the semifinals.

The team did not qualify for the FIRST Championships in Houston, 
which took place on Apr. 20. Nonetheless, SVR was the conclusion to an 
incredible season after the team’s two-year hiatus from competitions, 
and students are looking forward to new projects for the remainder of 
the year and in future seasons.
(Sources: The Blue Alliance, FIRST)

Pearson also mentioned that Hippity Hop is just 
one of many Kiwanis initiatives aimed at helping 
kids. Other examples include the Kiwanis Turn-
Around Scholarships, which provide education for 
students that have overcome adversity, and the 
Kiwanis Special Games, an annual event filled with 
fun activities for kids with special needs in Santa 
Clara County. The Special Games will take place in 
May at West Valley College. 

Drawing inspiration from the Special Games, 
Pearson and the Kiwanis Club of Los Gatos hopes 
that future service events can be even more 
inclusive. Thus, they have started to raise funds 
for an all-inclusive playground element at Oak 
Meadow Park, the location for the Hippity Hop. 
Kiwanis hopes that, during a future egg hunt, 
kids “of all ages and abilities” will be able to 
grow even closer together as a community. If 
you’re a community member interested in donat-
ing to the Oak Meadow Park Project or getting 
involved with Kiwanis of Los Gatos, you can contact  
them at kiwanislosgatos@gmail.com.

encountered. In the end, they put together an incredible show and 
provided everyone involved with an equally amazing experience. 
“I can’t express how proud I am of the work each and every one of 
us has done!” Di Gangi gushed. 

 BUILD A BOT: Los Gatos’s robotics team members work together in competition.

LOS ALTOS: A high school student passed away this month.
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BREAK A LEG: Performers showed off self-written scripts and skillfull acting.

EGGCELLENT: Families met the bunny during the egg hunt.
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 RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE: The team took down 45 of their robotic opponents.
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shooting; the Sacramento Police Department noted 
on Monday, Apr. 4, that they recovered more than 
100 shell casings from the scene.

As of Apr. 18, police have arrested three sus-
pects, though only one of them has faced charges 
and made a court appearance. Police believe that 
the other two arrested, brothers Dandre Martin 
and Smiley Martin, fired shots into downtown.  In 
addition, they were also charged with possession of 
illegal firearms. Police found Smiley Martin at the 
scene with severe gunfire injuries, meaning that 
the department must wait for the completion of his 
medical care before booking him in the Sacramento 
County Main Jail. 

Sacramento community members held an emo-
tional vigil for the victims on the following evening, 
where officials and city citizens used the opportu-
nity to call for action preventing future shootings. 
This tragedy marks the second mass shooting in 
Sacramento in the past five weeks, with the first 
resulting in the loss of three children outside of a 
church. Mayor Darrell Steinberg spoke at the event, 
promising that the city will continue to invest in 
intervention programs as well as violence prevention 
targeted towards young people.  
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by Nathan Chen
Graphics Editor

On Mar. 8, Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E) and General Motors (GM) announced a col-
laboration to test the use of GM electric vehicles as 
sources of electricity for the power grid. The bidi-
rectional charging technology will allow car owners 
to power their home with their vehicle during peak 
hours and charge their car in off-peak hours. It will 
also provide the home with a clean source of power 
during power outages.

The partnership will have increasing importance 
in the future. With a ban on the sale of gas-powered 
vehicles beginning in 2035, more and more elec-
tric vehicles will be roaming California’s streets. 
Approximately 20 percent of all electric vehicles in 
the entire U.S. charge within PG&E’s service area, 
which includes Northern and Central California. 
The companies predict that small-scale tests will 
start in June 2022 and full-scale testing will start 
by the end of 2022.

“We are really excited about this innovative 
collaboration with GM,” said PG&E Corporation CEO 

by Alex Evans
Opinion Editor

Following two years of pandemic cancellations, 
the Coachella Arts and Music Festival returned this 
year to Indio, CA, at the Empire Polo Fields. Split 
into two weekends with identical lineups, attend-
ees flocked to the venue from Apr. 15 to 17 and 
will again from Apr. 22 to 24. With the original 
announcement of the festival, headliners for both 
weekends included Harry Styles for Friday, Billie 
Eilish for Saturday, and Kanye West for Sunday. 
The festival hit its first bump in the road when 
Kanye dropped out just weeks before. In place of 
his set for night three, Swedish House Mafia and 
The Weeknd will perform together. 

Coachella grounds consist of seven different 
stages across the venue, with multiple perfor-
mances occurring at each moment between festival 
doors open to close. At noon the venue opens 
and excited attendees navigate through various 
art installations, sstages, and merchandise tents 
deemed “Coachella Village.” While some opt for the 
long walk, transportation follys still seem to be a 
common theme of Coachella weekend for many.

The standout performances of favorite and 
upcoming artists make the difficulty worth it. 

by Sarah Gouldrup
People Editor

Gunmen opened fire outside nightclubs in down-
town Sacramento on Apr. 3 early Sunday morning. 
The shooting resulted in the death of six people 
and wounded at least twelve, one of the deadliest 
shootings the city has seen. The six victims of the 
shooting include Johntaya Alexander, 21; Melinda 
Davis, 57; Sergio Harris, 38; Joshua Hoye-Lucchesi, 
32; Yamile Martinez-Andrade, 21; and Devazia 
Turner, 29. While police have not identified any 

specific motives, they released a statement detailing 
the involvement of two possible gangs, with at least 
five active shooters.

Sacramento Police Sergeant Zach Eaton did not 
elaborate on potential gang affiliation or retaliatory 
violence, but the department did detail in their 
release that the number of people involved may 
grow as detectives uncover more information. The 
SPD also went on to credit the people of Sacramento, 
as it was only due to their videos and photos of 
the event — which totaled around 200 — that the 
police were able to collect any sort of evidence. 

While gang affiliation played a huge role in this 
shooting, law enforcement officials also stated that 
there could be any number of specific motives that 
resulted in the 2:00 AM clash. Freddie Dearborn, a 
former gang member who now leads a youth inter-
vention group, added to this opinion, highlighting 
that “different cliques see each other, and it could 
be a destructive thing, unfortunately, because of the 
politics. There’s certain things you do and you don’t 
do. It could be about anything — money, people 
you mess with, jail.” Furthermore, widespread access 
to firearms is important to account for due to its 
ultimate amplification of the deadliness of the 

Coachella makes a comebackPG&E and GM join forces

Gunmen open fire on capital city of Sacramento

On Mar. 15, the Los Gatos town council voted 
unanimously to begin the process of implement-
ing an ordinance for a pay-per-hour parking fee 
in Los Gatos. 

This move comes as the town aims to provide 
better employee parking. Many businesses and 
offices line the main roads in Los Gatos, and with 
limited spaces, employees often struggle to find 

parking. Through a survey, the council found that 
most employees currently resort to parking in lots, 
then moving their cars throughout their shift in 
order to avoid tickets or citations. To remedy this, 
the town created a parking program plan, managed 
by Jim Ranelle. 

The council recommended removing almost 
500 unlimited parking spots, turning them into 
employee-only parking. Downtown Los Gatos cur-
rently contains a total of 1,661 parking spaces. They 
also recommended installing parking pay stations 
throughout the town and promoting a mobile app 
for visitors to pay, for greater convenience. The 
proposed amount of Pay-to-Stay parking spots is 
908 spaces. 

The fee would likely go into effect after three 
free hours of parking, with a rate of 2.50 dollars 
per hour. The initial fee was meant to be one dollar, 
with fees maxing out at eight dollars. However, 
research showed that in other towns with paid 
parking and very low fees, a very small percentage 
of visitors stayed beyond the three-hour payment 
threshold, causing the ordinance to lack large 
amounts of revenue generation. In lieu of this 
realization, the council voted to increase the fee to  
increase revenues. 

According to staff reports, the town government 
has already approved over 820 downtown businesses 
and employees for parking permits. Most employee-
parking spaces would manifest in the larger munici-
pal lots, although some “outlying on-street parking 
spaces will [also] be used for employee parking.” 
To determine which lots would contain employee 
parking, staff considered the number of spaces in a 
lot, number of eligible employees and the number 
of available spaces during peak parking periods. 
Although the possible initial program will only 
involve 500 parking spaces, future ordinances may 
need to account for larger amounts of employees 
and expand into some residential parking zones. 

For such a change to take effect, the council 
would still need to pass the paid parking ordinance 
once it is created. They would also need to conduct 
community outreach to ensure the decision has the 
support of Los Gatos residents.  

In addition to discussions on parking ordinances, 
the Town Council is also reviewing new wayfinding 
signage options. Staff are collaborating with Hunt 
Designs to innovate signs that both compliment the 
“brand of Los Gatos” and provide optimal visibility 
with attention grabbing design. The project began 
in November of 2021, and does not appear to have a 

Town council votes to implement paid parking plan
by Elena Rexach
Public Relations Manager

PAY TO STAY: Visitors will soon have to pay to park.

set end date. Hunt Designs is creating “families” of 
designs, which will be refined as needed. They also 
discussed digital signage to display the number of 
free parking spaces in each parking lot, although 
such a project would cost between 750,000 and two 
million dollars, making installation highly unlikely. 
(Sources: Patch, Mercury News, Town of Los Gatos 
Council Agenda Report)

DON’T GET LOST: Sign points toward Los Gatos’s town hall.

Headlining night one was Harry Styles, who 
performed his new song “As it Was” and two 
never-before-heard songs from his upcom-
ing album, “Harry’s House.” His performance 
attracted a massive crowd, with some holding 
their spot at the venue the entire day solely 
for his performance. 

Coachella offers on-site campgrounds for 
those who prefer to skip out on traffic enter-
ing the venue and get the full experience. The 
campsite package is 102 dollars and includes 
a 10 by 30 foot plot, first come first serve. 
The plots are located near one entrance to the 
festival, and require campers to follow very 
detailed rules about what they can bring and 
what must stay out. Campers are subject to a 
car search and routine camp checks to ensure 
prohibited items do not enter.  

As mentioned in the name, Coachella Arts 
and Music Festival, the attractions are not 
solely limited to music. Each year the festival 
commissions top grossing artists to create 
stand out pieces for attendees to marvel at 
and use at meeting spots. This year, six artists 
worked for two years to bring their pieces to 
life in Palm Desert. These include Architen-
tion’s massive “Playground” steel structure 
that reaches heights of 56 feet and occupies a 
174 by 104 foot plot, Estudio Normal’s “Cocoon 
(B.K.F.+3000)” 38-foot-tall tower constructed 
of chairs, LosDos’ “La Guardiana” sculpture 
resembling a woman with bull horns, and Kiki 
van Eijk’s “Buoyed” of three massive buoy 
sculptures each of 36-foot stature. In addition, 
NEWSUBSTANCE’s “Spectra” rainbow tower, 
which attendees can actually walk through, 
has remained on-sight year-round since initial 
installation in 2018; since then, it has become 
a staple symbol standing seven stories tall and 
with rainbow windows all the way around. 
(Sources: Coachella, LA Times, Desert Sun)
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POWER COUPLE: PG&E and GM announced a collaboration.

Patti Poppe. Poppe continued that “not only is 
this a huge advancement for electric reliability 
and climate resiliency, it’s yet another advantage 
of clean-powered EVs, which are so important 
in our collective battle against climate change.” 
Transportation is the largest contributor to carbon 
emissions in California, totaling 40 percent. Pri-
vate vehicles alone contribute 29 percent of total 
California emissions. 

PG&E is already investing heavily in renewable 
energy and emissionless sources. 93 percent of all 
electricity sent to PG&E customers was created 
without greenhouse gases and 20 percent of all 
solar rooftops in the U.S. are within PG&E’s service 
area. These key factors make PG&E an easy testing 
ground for new grid technologies. 

GM is not the only company that has made 
recent electricity-focused partnerships with PG&E. 
BMW announced their partnership with PG&E in 
2015 to notify BMW drivers when there is too 
much supply of renewable energy and incentivize 
them to charge their car during those hours. This 
program, called ChargeForward, will expand from 
400 to 3,000 drivers by this summer. 

Ford, who also partnered with PG&E, will soon 
start installing bidirectional power technology in 
the homes of F-150 Lightning owners. James D. 
Farley, Jr., CEO of Ford Motor Company, said, “this 
is a really big deal to take this next step of bidirec-
tional charging, which Ford is uniquely positioned 
to do. We’re really excited to start with PG&E.”

On average, a home uses 20-30 kWh of elec-
tricity per day. Small electric cars, like the Chevy 
Volt, could power a home for two to three days. 
A large vehicle like the F-150 Lightning could 
power a home for over 10 days. Electric cars are 
an untapped resource to balance out peak and 
off-peak times of renewable energy production. 
Instead of building new battery storage options, 
using available energy storage in electric cars 
reduces the cost for grid operators and provides 
incentives for electric car owners.
(Sources: PG&E, The Verge)

ON THE HUNT: Sacramento Police investigated the scene.
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FESTIVAL SEASON: Crowds gather to watch performers.
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SAD DAY IN SAC: The city witnessed a deadly shooting.
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Miami beach imposes a curfew for spring break visitors
by Jackie King
Editor-in-Chief

Every April without fail, thousands of college students flock to 
southern Florida to fulfill their spring break dreams in Miami Beach, 
bringing chaos and frustration to the town. This year’s spring 
break, the first without full coronavirus restrictions since 2019, 
brought the city more trouble than ever, causing law enforcement 
to impose a midnight curfew. 

What began as a relatively calm spring break season quickly 
changed its pace with Miami police arresting over 1,000 people 
for street fights and vandalism, confiscating over 100 guns, and 
witnessing two shootings the weekend of Mar. 19. When asked 
about the reckless spring-breakers, Miami Beach Mayor Dan Gelber 
stated, “We don’t ask for it, promote it, or encourage it. We just 
endure it.” The mayor took action against the actions of the 
tourists, setting a curfew starting Thursday, Mar. 24, from 12:00 
AM to 6:00 AM on Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays. The curfew 
was enforced in South Beach, from Biscayne Bay to the Atlantic 
Ocean, and from South Pointe Drive to 23rd Street. 

Although Miami Beach Police Chief Richard Clements stated 
they would not be employing any traffic checkpoints to send away 

individual people past curfew, the force will focus on sending home 
big crowds in the curfew zones. In addition, police will require bars 
to stop selling alcoholic beverages after 2:00 AM and plan to increase 
police presence in the most congested areas of the city from Mar. 7 
to 21, before the curfew begins

Despite business owners and locals commenting on the longevity 
of the tension between them and tourists during peak spring break 
season, the shootings on Mar. 19 and Mar. 20 shook the entire com-
munity. The incidents left at least five people and one police officer 
injured, which put the curfew in motion. Miami Beach Police located 
and caught 19-year-old Derrick Antonio Mitchell who attempted to 
dump a nine-millimeter handgun in a nearby bush after the second 
shooting. The force arrested and charged Mitchell with three weapons 
violations: carrying a concealed firearm, tampering with physical 
evidence, and possession of an altered firearm. 

Despite some minor success in keeping the locals and visitors alike 
safe, Paul Ozaeta, the President of Miami Beach’s Fraternal Order of 
Police, stated that “the thing is, at the end of the day, we need [to 
hire] more cops. Given the environment for cops, I’m concerned the 
officers won’t want to stay here. We’re not butlers with badges, we’re 
public servants.” He acknowledged that the lack of sufficient staff 

can put officers in more risky situations which may cause officers 
to be badly outnumbered and hold off on making arrests when 
they are necessary. 

“It creates more dangerous situations,” Ozaeta said. “We just 
can’t afford to lose two more guys — even if that means just the 
paperwork that would keep them off the street for a few hours. 
And we can’t deal properly with the crowds. It’s basically a matter 
of logistics.”
(Sources: NY Times, Miami Herald, NCB Miami, France 24)

PACKED HOUSE: Crowds dance at a music festival in Miami during break.

News-in-Brief: Colorado’s new law and student loans
 Yellowstone celebrates 150 years:  This year marks the 
150th anniversary of Yellowstone National Park. Yellowstone is 
selling a special edition of their annual pass — The Inheritance 
Pass, as part of their celebration. The park is giving these passes 
out in exchange for a 1,500 dollar donation. The option comes 
with two assets: a regular annual pass and an annual pass for 
the year 2172, a nod to the park’s next 150-year checkpoint. The 
inventive fundraiser could even be a possible heirloom, as well 
as a point of reflection: How can we keep Yellowstone alive for 
another 150 years? (Sources: Yellowstone National Park, CNET)
- Elena Rexach, Public Relations Manager

 Colorado passes new abortion law: The right to abortion 
is now guaranteed in Colorado under House Bill 22-1279, 
passed on Apr. 4. This act is the 16th of its kind in the 
United States, but the first in Colorado. It follows a deluge 
of anti-abortion legislation in more conservative states, such 
as Florida, Idaho, and Kentucky. According to Colorado State 
Governor Jared Polis, this “Reproductive Health Equity Act 
will preserve Coloradans’ right to choose how to utilize repro-
ductive health care services by modifying existing protections 
into state law.” He emphasized that this bill was not creating 
new laws but rather maintaining the status quo. However, 
some still met his action with opposition, protesting outside 
of Polis’ mansion a few hours prior to the signing. (Sources: 
NPR, CNN, The Denver Post)
- Jordan Chan, Editorial Editor
 President Biden extends pause on student loan pay-
ment: On Apr. 15, the Biden administration announced that 
it would extend the pause on student loan payments for all 
Americans through Aug. 31. This is the sixth extension on 
student loans during the COVID-19 pandemic, and the fourth 
granted by the Biden administration. This extension, however, 
has faced backlash from the GOP. While many supporters of 
the pause’s continuation applaud the Biden administration 
for closing economic gaps, critics point out how the ongoing 

freeze deepens the socioeconomic divide. For example, Repub-
lican representative Bob Good told the Hill that the student 
loan suspension, “keep[s] hardworking Americans on the hook 
for the elites with advanced degrees.” While congrss stands 
divided on the issue many still call for Biden to cancel the 
loans entirely.(Sources: NY Times, The Hill)
- Esha Bagora, Humor Editor

STEADY DECLINE: Data show the decline of federal student loans in the USA.
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Ultra-rich pay little in taxes
by Matthew Fehr
National/World Editor

A new report from ProPublica, based on an 
analysis of Internal Revenue Service (IRS) data, 
revealed that the 25 wealthiest Americans paid just 
3.4 percent in federal income taxes between 2014 
and 2018. That finding, only part of a much larger 
investigation into the 400 richest Americans that 
started in June of last year, discovered that many 
of the wealthiest people in the United States pay 
less in taxes than the average worker. 

In theory, the amount an individual pays in taxes 
should increase as they earn more. Yet through a 
variety of loopholes and the means by which their 
wealth is accumulated, the richest Americans are 
able to avoid paying high tax rates. One of the 
biggest issues stems from what the U.S. government 
defines as taxable income. Because the ultra-rich 
derive much of their wealth from investments, 
the government is unable to tax them on it unless 
they sell those gains. As a result, the 25 wealthiest 
Americans collectively paid 13.6 billion in federal 
income tax between 2013 and 2018, a small fraction 
of the 401 billion dollars they earned over that time. 
By contrast, middle-class households grew their 
wealth by an average of 65,000 dollars after taxes 
over that same time, but almost all of it — nearly 
62,000 dollars — went towards their tax bills since 
most of their income was earned through salaries.

This problem is compounded by the fact that 
because the wealthiest do not collect their money 
from a paycheck, they also do not have deductions 
for programs like Social Security or Medicare. Even 
though the highest tax bracket has an income tax 
rate of 37 percent, excluding investments, the rich 
avoid paying that much because the long-term 
capital gains tax rate is only 20 percent. As a result, 
the 400 richest Americans paid an average tax rate 
of only 22 percent between 2014 and 2018. The 
wealthy are additionally able to write off a large 
amount of their income through donations — some-

thing that is not a feasible option for low-income 
individuals — and some executives are also able 
to “report fees from managing clients’ money as an 
investment income, which is taxed at a lower rate 
than ordinary income,” according to The Guardian.

By comparing how much the 25 richest Amer-
icans paid in taxes to how much Forbes estimated 
their wealth grew between 2014 and 2018, Pro-
Publica was able to calculate what they call their 
“true tax rate.” For example, Warren Buffett 
reported an income of 125 million dollars, but 
saw his wealth grow by an estimated 24.3 billion 
dollars. He paid 23.6 million dollars in taxes over 
that time, equivalent to a true tax rate of just 
0.10 percent. Similarly, Jeff Bezos reported a total 
income of 4.22 billion dollars, but grew his wealth 
by 99 billion dollars. He paid a marginally larger 
tax rate of 0.98 percent.

While President Joe Biden proposed a minimum 
income tax on billionaires in March that would 
count unrealized capital gains as income, it is 
effectively dead on arrival. The plan calls for a 
minimum tax rate of 20 percent on households 
worth 100 million dollars or more, but with some 
members of his own party against the proposal — 
such as West Virginia Senator Joe Manchin — there 
is no path for the plan to be enacted. 
(Sources: Business Insider, Guardian, ProPublica)

CONTROVERSIAL TOPIC: People protest the ultra-low tax rate.

Nurse guilty of homicide
by Maya Gomez
Sports Editor

The 2017 accidental drug injection that resulted 
in the death of a 75-year-old woman created an 
uproar from healthcare workers around the world, 
namely nurses. On Friday, Mar. 25, Following her 
three-day trial, Davidson County Criminal Court 
Judge Jennifer Smith declared former Nashville 
nurse RaDonda Vaught guilty of criminally negligent 
homicide and gross neglect of an impaired adult, the 
deceased Charlene Murphey. 

On December 24, 2017, Murphey checked into the 
Vanderbilt University Medical Center after suffering a 
brain injury — a “subdural hematoma, or bleeding in 
her brain” — according to the Tennessean. Two days 
later, on Dec. 26, Murphey’s condition had improved 
and her family prepared for the possibility of her 
leaving Vanderbilt shortly after. However, on Dec. 
27, the 75-year-old died at roughly 1:00 AM, after 
Vaught mistook Murphey’s prescribed dose of Versed, 
a sedative that aids in relaxation and drowsiness, 
for Vecuronium, a powerful paralytic agent with a 
similar name. 

The public is debating whether Vecuronium 
simply contributed to or solely caused Murphey’s 
death. Reports show that immediately after Mur-
phey’s cardiac arrest and brain death because of the 
medication, Vaught allegedly admitted to hospital 
staff that she was at fault for the mix-up. She 
has continued to take responsibility for the error 
throughout her trial and investigation. 

When Vanderbilt reported the death to the 
Davidson County Medical Examiner on Dec. 27, 
Vecuronium was not mentioned, and the medical 
report attributed Murphey’s death “ to bleeding in 
her brain and deemed it ‘natural.’” The hospital did 
not report the incident to neither state nor federal 
officials, a protocol required by law, or the Joint 
Commission, which the Tennessean describes as 
“an accrediting agency that recommends but does 
not require reporting.” Vanderbilt eventually fired 

Vaught in January 2018, before the report went 
public in November of that same year. American 
nurses and medical workers have paid particular 
attention to Vaught’s case, many voicing their 
fears about what the repercussions could look 
like if a similar mistake occurred to them. The 
case has become increasingly popular as health 
care workers continue to share their opinions on 
the matter. 

On Feb. 4, 2019, police arrested Vaught for her 
involvement in Murphey’s death and a prosecutor 
later charged her with reckless homicide and abuse 
of an impaired adult. Kaiser Health News (KNH) 
explained that Judge Smith acquitted Vaught of 
reckless homicide, disclosing that “criminally 
negligent homicide was a lesser charge included 
under reckless homicide.”

KHN also revealed that the Nashville district 
attorney’s office’s sentencing guidelines indicate 
that “ Vaught faces three to six years in prison for 
neglect and one to two years for negligent homi-
cide as a defendant with no prior convictions.” 
Observers nationwide await May 13, when Vaught 
is scheduled to be sentenced.
(Sources: Very Well Health, KHN, NPR, 90.3 WPLN 
News, Tennessean, Fox 17)

GETTING READY: Nurse preparing a syringe for an injection.
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BEAUTIFUL SCENES: Yellowstone’s notorious geysers steam in the winter.
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New York Amazon warehouse workers vote to unionize
by Nathan Chen
Graphics Editor

On Apr. 1, warehouse workers in Staten Island, NY, voted to 
unionize, creating the first labor union at Amazon, with 55 percent 
of ballots cast in favor of forming a union. The results demonstrate 
the increasing willingness of workers to organize despite strong oppo-
sition by large corporations, who often spend millions to campaign 
against unionization.

Christian Smalls, the leader of the grassroots organization called 
the Amazon Labor Union (ALU), was fired from Amazon for protesting 
unsafe working conditions during the COVID pandemic. “I hope that 
everybody’s paying attention now because a lot of people doubted 
us,” he said. These doubts stemmed from previous attempts by 
Amazon workers to unionize, like those in Bessemer, AL, who failed 
to unionize even when backed by the established Retail, Wholesale 
and Department Store Union. The National Labor Relations Board 
(NLRB) found that Amazon illegally interfered with the first election, 
and the second election held on Mar. 31 still has too many contested 
ballots to declare a result.

Other labor organizations shared their support of the election 
results. Sean O’Brien, the general president of the International Broth-
erhood of Teamsters, which represents 1.3 million workers, including 
those at UPS, said that “the Teamsters are excited to continue this 

fight against Amazon — on the shop floor, at the bargaining table, 
and on the streets.” President of The American Federation of Labor and 
Congress of Industrial Organizations Liz Shuler tweeted that “in the 
face of one of the richest, most anti-union corporations, today’s victory 
proves when working people unite in the fight for justice, anything is 
possible.” White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki noted President Joe 
Biden’s support for ALU, emphasizing that “he believes firmly that 
every worker in every state must have a free and fair choice to join 
a union and the right to bargain collectively with their employer.”

Amazon stated, “We’re evaluating our options, including filing 
objections based on the inappropriate and undue influence by the 
NLRB that we and others (including the National Retail Federation and 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce) witnessed in this election.” 

Kayla Blado, acting director and press secretary for the NLRB, 
criticized Amazon’s attack on the NLRB, stating that “the NLRB is an 
independent federal agency that Congress has charged with enforcing 
the National Labor Relations Act. All NLRB enforcement actions against 
Amazon have been consistent with that Congressional mandate.”

The ALU hopes to bargain for increased wages to offset the effects 
of inflation, paid sick days and paid time off for work-related injuries, 
immediate removal of the worker phone ban, a new promotion struc-
ture that mandates 85 percent of managers to have been internally 
promoted, and other changes regarding safety and transportation. 

“It’s clear Amazon will keep fighting,” Rebecca Givan, professor of 
Labor Studies at Rutgers University, said. “They’re not conceding that 
workers have a right to organize…. They’ll try to do the minimum or 
won’t be serious at the bargaining table.”

“We’ve done it all as an independent, democratic, worker-led union, 
with a shoestring budget of GoFundMe donations, an improvisational 
strategy, and a lot of heart,” wrote ALU on their website. “We’re prov-
ing the power of workers to launch, lead, grow, and win brand new 
labor unions in any industry.”
(Sources: ALU, AP News, CNN)

WORKERS FIGHT BACK: Amazon laborers protest poor working conditions. 

News-in-Brief: Implants for ALS and Florida textbooks
 Gunman pleads guilty after four years: On Feb. 14, 2018, 
a 19-year-old former student opened fire on Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School, resulting in the death of 14 students and 
three staff members and injuring 17 others. Now 23 years old, 
gunman Nikolas Cruz pleaded guilty to 17 counts of murder 
and 17 counts of attempted murder back in October, facing 
either life in prison or the death penalty. Following years of 
delay due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the long-awaited jury 
selection in Cruz’s death penalty trial began on Monday, Apr. 
4, 2022. As noted by The Guardian, a death sentence will be 
issued if the jury unanimously agrees that “aggravating factors 
such as the number of people he killed, his planning and his 
cruelty outweigh such mitigating factors as his lifelong mental 
illness and the death of his parents.” (Sources: The Guardian, 
CNN, History)
- Maya Gomez, Sports Editor

 

 Brain implant tested for ALS: Amyotrophic lateral sclero-
sis, commonly known as ALS, is a neurodegenerative disease 
that kills motor neurons. In a new study published in Nature 
Communications an ALS patient who became completely para-
lyzed was able to compose a full sentence via a brain implant. 
The patient initially consented to the implant in 2017 via 
communication with his eyes. Since then, he has lost control 
over those as well, and this implant utilizes a technique 
known as target tone. Essentially, the patient holds a neural 
tone — “high” or “low” — to indicate yes or no to a group of 
letters, and eventually a single letter. The study shows promise, 
and the patient can communicate many sentences. Although, 
researchers report his communication is deteriorating, as scar 
tissue around the implant obstructs neural signals. (Sources: 
The Scientist)
- Elena Rexach, Public Relations Manger

 
 Florida rejects textbooks over critical race theory: The 
Florida Department of Education rejected 54 math textbooks 
on Apr. 15, citing references to critical race theory (CRT) 
and other “prohibited topics or unsolicited strategies.” The 
number of rejected books makes up 41 percent of the 132 
books submitted, the highest in the state’s history. Aside 
from CRT, books were rejected for failing to adhere to Florida’s 
Benchmarks for Excellent Student Thinking standards, the 
state’s alternative to Common Core. Speaking on the deci-
sion to reject those books, Governor Ron Desantis said, “It 
seems that some publishers attempted to slap a coat of 
paint on an old house built on the foundation of Common 
Core, and indoctrinating concepts like race essentialism,  
especially, bizarrely, for elementary school students.” 
(Sources: CNN, NBC)
- Matthew Fehr, National/World Editor

Senate confirms Jackson
by Jordan Chan 
Editorial Editor

The United States Senate confirmed Judge Ket-
anji Brown Jackson to the Supreme Court on Apr. 7. 
The Senate’s vote of 53 to 47 consisted of Democrats 
unanimously backing her and just three Republicans 
offering their support. Jackson is the first Black 
woman to serve as a Supreme Court justice and the 
first Democratic high court confirmation in 12 years. 
She will replace Associate Justice Stephen Breyer 
around the end of June or the beginning of July, and 
she will take the bench in October after the court’s 
summer recess to vote on major cases concerning 
voting, LGBTQ+ rights, and affirmative action.

While many can view Jackson’s installation as 
historic, she will replace another liberal judge. This 
means the court will maintain a 6-3 conservative 
majority. However, for the first time, white males 
will not make up the majority of the court.

 

During Jackson’s confirmation hearings leading 
up to the Senate’s vote, Republicans grilled her on 
critical race theory and her religious beliefs, often 
interrupting her in unprecedented exchanges. Texas 
Senator Ted Cruz held up a children’s book titled 
“Antiracist Baby” written by Ibram X. Kendi, asking 
Jackson whether or not she believed in the ideolo-

gies taught in the story. Jackson replied, “Senator, 
I have not reviewed any of those books, any of 
those ideas. They don’t come up in my work as a 
judge, which I am respectfully here to address.” 
Another Republican Senator Marsha Blackburn 
suggested Jackson may have a “hidden agenda” 
and asked whether or not she wanted to bring 
critical race theory into America’s legal system. 

Some also criticized her handling of child 
pornography cases from 2013, which dealt with 

JUDGE CONFIRMED: Jackson becomes associate justice.

NY gunman injures 29  
by Alia Arafeh and Michaela Thimot
Opinion and Culture Editors

On Apr. 12 at approximately 8:00 AM, Frank 
James opened fire in a Brooklyn, NY, subway sta-
tion, injuring 29 people. Police took the suspect 
into custody on Apr. 13, investigating James’ 
motives and the events of the morning.

During rush hour, James entered the subway 
station and threw smoke bombs. He then fired 33 
rounds of ammunition using his nine millimeter 
handgun. He shot and injured 10 people, and 
smoke inhalation, panic, and escape attempts 
caused many others to be injured, sending 19 
additional people to the hospital. 

A nearly 30-hour manhunt followed the shoot-
ing, as police searched for James, whom they 
classified as a person of interest before taking 
him into custody. James left a variety of clues at 
the crime scene which eventually led to his arrest, 
including a bank card with his name, a key to a 
van he had rented days prior to the shooting, and 
the gun he used. 

The city gave a reward of 50,000 dollars to 
the five people who provided helpful information, 
but James himself was arguably the most helpful 
person in the search that led to his arrest. He 
called the hotline to inform the police that they 
could find him at a McDonald’s in the East Village, 
but he was not there when police arrived. James 
was soon spotted at a nearby bus corner and police 
located and took him into custody. A day after 
his arrest, James was denied bail in court and will 
face life in prison if convicted. 

The shooting brought to light problems with 
subway security, drawing city official’s attention 
to improving it. Since one of the main surveillance 
cameras malfunctioned and did not capture video 
of the shooting, the city is focused on making 
the cameras more effective to prevent investiga-
tors having to rely on phone camera videos and 

firsthand accounts for their investigations, like they 
had to in this case.

In the months leading up to the shooting, James 
uploaded a series of YouTube videos to his channel 
about the heavy prevalence of racism and violence in 
the U.S. In his videos he also spoke of his struggles 
with mental health and shared his criticism of the 
lack of safety in New York’s subways and the city’s 
lack of support for people dealing with mental 
health problems. 

The shooting highlighted both the problems in 
New York’s policies and the subway system; it leaves 
many New Yorkers uneasy in regards to  the safety 
of their subway stations. But, despite the tragedy, 
the shooting also demonstrated New Yorkers’ ability 
to be resilient and work together. During the events 
of the mass shooting, subway workers helped to 
evacuate victims and five people helped track down 
James during the manhunt. 
(Sources: CNN, Wall Street Journal, MSN News,  
The Guardian)

TYPICAL COMMUTE: The Brooklyn subway is used often. 

an 18-year-old who posted videos of underaged 
boys engaging in sexual activities. Jackson sen-
tenced this juvenile to three months of prison, 
three months of home detention, and six years 
of supervision — citing the boy’s relative age to 
the children in the videos — which Republican 
Missouri Senator Josh Hawley called “a slap on 
the wrist.” 

Towards the end of her hearings, Democratic 
New Jersey Senator Cory Booker delivered a 
speech that brought Judge Jackson to tears. He 
called some of the attacks against her during 
her hearings a “disappointment,” while com-
mending her “grit and grace” throughout the 
entire process. “I’m sorry; you’re a person that 
is so much more than your race and gender…
[but in you] I see my ancestors and yours,” he 
professed, “today, you are my star. You are my 
harbinger of hope.”

Upon Jackson’s confirmation, Republican 
senators walked out of the Senate chamber. Utah 
Senator Mitt Romney was the only Republican 
senator to join in the applause. As the Senate 
voted, President Joe Biden, who had originally 
nominated the judge back in February, and Jack-
son shared an embrace. Biden later announced, 
“We’re going to look back and see this as a 
moment of real change in American history.”
(Sources: Washington Post, NBC, NY Times, USA 
Today, NPR)

FIGHT FOR GUN CONTROL: Protesters display their thoughts on gun laws. DESANTIS SPEAKS OUT: Florida governor discusses the rejection of the books.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY: Avant-garde brain implant tech tested to treat ALS.
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Russia’s invasion rages on PM of Pakistan removed

Sri Lanka faces worst economic crisis in nation’s history

by Ella Marrufo and Bridie Beamish
National/World Editor and Media Production Editor

On Apr. 12, President Joe Biden declared Rus-
sia’s attack on Ukraine a “genocide.” To reporters 
in Iowa, Biden elaborated, “I called it genocide 
because it’s become clearer and clearer that [Presi-
dent Vladimir] Putin is just trying to wipe out even 
the idea of being Ukrainian.” Biden had previously 
called the Russian atrocities “war crimes,” but at 
the time was reluctant to describe the Russians’ 
actions as genocide. 

On that same day, Putin announced that peace 
with Ukraine was a “dead-end situation.” Shortly 
after, Putin declared that the war would not stop 
until Moscow wins. Putin’s ally, President Alexander 
Lukashenko of Belarus, defended Russia and their 
reasoning behind invading Ukraine. Along with 
claims that Ukraine was planning to attack Russia 
before the war, Lukashenko also said that the 
United States was getting back at Russia for the 
events of the Cold War saying, “they didn’t destroy 
us then, so they decided to start now.” 

Sixty-five members of Congress asked President 
Biden to extend protected status to Ukrainians who 
sought refuge in the U.S., expedite immigration 
processing, and cancel expensive application fees 
for those who fled Ukraine. More than four million 
Ukrainians have left the country, most to Poland, 
Romania, and Moldova. However, Biden announced 
that the United States would admit 100,000 refu-
gees through the U.S. refugee program.

Since the Russian Federation’s armed attack 
on Ukraine on Feb. 24, the UN High Commissioner 
for Human Rights (OHCHR) Office has recorded 
4,450 civilian casualties in Ukraine: 2,700 killed 
and 2,651 injured through Apr. 15. However, the 
OHCHR believes that the actual number of deaths is 
“considerably higher.” The mayor of the Ukrainian 
city of Mariupol states that over 10,000 have died 
in the Russian siege of the city, and he suspects 

by Ella Marrufo
National/World Editor

Sri Lanka’s citizens face harrowing conditions as 
the country battles through its worst economic crisis 
since the beginning of the nation in 1948. This crisis 
affects Sri Lankan food, fuel, and medicinal supplies, 
causing the cost of basic necessities to skyrocket 
as a result of inflation and economic instability. 
According to CNN, many shops closed because they 
can no longer afford to run air conditioning and 
electricity, and people died waiting in the sweltering 
heat simply to fill their cars’ gas tanks. 

For weeks, queuing has become standard practice 
for Sri Lanka’s citizens. They stand in the boiling 
heat as they wait for most of the day to get basic 
necessities such as fuel, cooking ingredients, or 
medication. One woman named Malkanthi Silva 
claimed that “her life had been reduced to standing 
in a queue.” According to Al Jazeera, two people 
have died waiting in these lines.  

The country’s residents continue to protest en 
masse as the crisis affects their quality of life, moti-
vated by the Mar. 31 ten-hour power outage which 
sent the city of Colombo, Sri Lanka into darkness 
and without electricity necessary to cook meals. 
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by Elena Rexach
Public Relations Manager

After releasing Working Group II’s Sixth Assessment Report 
(AR6) on Climate Change earlier this year, the United Nations’ 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released a sequel 
to the report, focusing on how to mitigate the effects of climate 
change and the impending climate crisis. 

United Nations releases climate report urging swift action 

Demonstrators, furious with President Gotabaya 
Rajapaksa, targeted his private residence by start-
ing fires and attempting to destroy his home with 
bricks and rocks. Upul, a man interviewed by CNN, 
stated that “earlier [in the week] they demanded 
the president to step down.” 

Citizens place much of the blame for Sri Lan-
ka’s economic crisis on the government and the 
nation’s president. After several lawmakers left 
the ruling party, President Rajapaksa declared a 
state of emergency. Struggling to put a stop to the 

violent protests, Sri Lanka’s parliament is unstable 
and now holds little power. Rajapaksa dissolved 
his cabinet on Apr. 4 in hopes of forming a united 
government, but he has not taken further action.  
Sri Lanka’s parliamentary government now has only 
113 members out of the customary 225 needed for 
a full assembly.

The nation’s crisis places a strain on citizens as 
they must work to provide for their families, but 
they must also wait in queues for basic necessities. 
One rickshaw driver interviewed by CNN named Ajith 
Perera explained his struggles with staying afloat 
during this pressing time. “With the liter or two we 
receive, we cannot run hires and earn a living… 
[Let] alone looking after my mother, wife and two 
children, I cannot pay the installment for my taxi 
to the finance company.” 

The nation’s struggling economy also has created 
severe inflation, which has in turn affected many 
schools’ access to paper. Sri Lanka canceled students’ 
school exams until further notice due to the serious 
paper inflation within the country. The Western 
Province education department stated, “School prin-
cipals cannot hold the tests as printers are unable to 
secure foreign exchange to import necessary paper 

by Dana Hathaway
Sports Editor

On Apr. 3, Pakistani Prime Minister Imran 
Khan officially dissolved the National Assembly, 
a controversial move undermining the fragile 
democracy of the fledgling Pakistani government. 
The motion intended to block a no-confidence 
vote from taking place, although it ultimately 
failed and Khan was ousted from office less than 
two weeks later.

Khan, originally a renowned cricket player, 
entered Pakistani politics via the formation of his 
own party Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), in 1996. 
After struggling to break into the tumultuous 
Pakistani political scene due to numerous conflicts 
(including American drone strikes and the hunt for 
Osama Bin Laden), he started to gather support. 
By 2011, hundreds of thousands of Pakistanis came 
to his rallies to back the populist, anti-American, 
and anti-corruption messages that Khan built his 
campaign on. Gaining the support of the influ-
ential Pakistani military, PTI then collaborated 
with other political parties to win the required 
172 parliament seat majority, electing him prime 
minister in 2018. 

Pakistan’s economic situation continued to 
worsen throughout Khan’s term. Inflation bal-
looned, and the Pakistani rupee was devalued, 
moving from a worth of 0.009 dollars to 0.0055 
dollars. In addition, the Pakistan Foreign Exchange 
Reserves recently dropped, sliding down from 20 
billion dollars in April 2021 to only 12 billion 
dollars as of Mar. 25. The army then pulled support 
from Khan by actively speaking out against his 
anti-American messages, which was the final straw 
for many PTI supporters. The economic and politi-
cal conflict came to a head when opposing parties 
utilized the chaos caused by Khan to initiate a 
no-confidence vote. If the National Assembly held 
the vote, a simple majority of the 342 member 

that the number could surpass 20,000. Ukrainian 
officials accused Russia of committing war atroc-
ities and crimes, including an attack on a train 
station that left 57 dead, airstrikes on hospitals, 
and a massacre in Bucha. 

President Putin described the situation in 
Ukraine as “a tragedy,” but also stated that Russia 
had “no choice” but to invade. He further defended 
his actions by saying it is “the right decision.” 
On Apr. 17, Zelensky stated he would not give up 
territory in the east to Russia, despite knowing 
that it could possibly end the war. Instead, he 
will aid the Ukrainian military to prepare for a 
significant battle in the Donbas region. “This is 
why it is very important for us to not allow them, 
to stand our ground, because this battle…can 
influence the course of the whole war.” Zelensky 
continues, “I don’t trust the Russian military and 
Russian leadership.” Zelensky hopes the battle in 
Donbas will be the turning point in preventing 
the Russian military from turning toward Kyiv. 
(Sources: CNN, Defense News, OHCHR, Washington 
Post, NY Times)

Assembly would remove Khan from office. Several 
of his previous supporters publicly announced they 
would be supporting the vote.

In order to prevent the vote from occurring, 
Khan disbanded the National Assembly, blaming 
the turn against him on American infiltration and 
rigged polls, but failing to present evidence. Amer-
ican officials in Pakistan repeatedly denied these 
accusations. However, Khan’s actions were soon 
overturned by the Pakistani Supreme Court, who 
reinstated the National Assembly and watched on 
as a 174-168 majority removed the Prime Minister 
from power on Apr. 10. 

The Assembly reconvened two days later without 
members of the PTI. Citing corruption and inequal-
ity, several Assembly members showed solidarity 
with Khan by abandoning the Assembly before the 
new election was held. However, the election carried 
on, and the Acting Speaker soon declared Shehbaz 
Sharif Pakistan’s Prime Minister. As his term begins, 
Sharif carries the difficult task of balancing the 
wants of 11 different major political parties who 
agreed on only one thing: to vote Khan out of office.
(Sources: NY Times, Britannica, CNBC, Nikkei Asia)

OUSTED: The National Assembly removed PM Khan. 

and ink.” These specific term tests decide whether 
or not a student should be promoted to the next 
grade by the end of the school year. 
(Sources: ABC News, CNN, Reuters, The Guardian)

CRISIS MODE: Rajapaksa declared a state of emergency..
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NOW OR NEVER: The latest IPCC report pushes for action on climate change.

SOMBER TASK: Soldiers remove bodies after airstrike.

BACKLASH: Citizens protest Sri Lanka’s government.

notably, to stay under the 1.5 degree Celsius threshold, the world 
needs to develop and implement machinery that would remove 
carbon dioxide directly from the atmosphere. Some researchers 
consider such technologies a pipe dream, considering their novel 
and expensive nature. 

As the war in Ukraine rages on, many countries are consid-
ering increasing their fossil fuel production to make up for their 
dependence on Russian oil. Furthermore, many governments 
delayed the publication of the “summary for policymakers” 
included in every report, as countries like India, China, and Saudi 
Arabia argued over the messages pertaining to the financing of 
developing worlds and the phasing out of fossil fuels. Although 
in the end, all 195 member states of the United Nations (UN)  
agreed to the summary. 

The general consensus of the report is that titanic change needs 
to happen now, and everyone needs to get involved. There is hope, 
but the margin for error is ever-decreasing and governments must 
favor the good of the planet over a few-percent change in their 
GDP. As the Chief of the UN, António Guterres, said: “This is not 
fiction or exaggeration. It is what science tells us will result from 
our current energy policies.”
(Sources: The Guardian, BBC, IPCC)

The first installment of the AR6 series focused on how climate 
change will affect the planet, and the threshold to which humans 
would be able to adapt. It also warned that the impacts of global 
warming may be irreversible once the temperature rises more than 
1.5 degrees Celsius. 

The latest IPCC report delivers a chilling, nearly-final warning to 
international governments — that they must adapt a “now or never” 
mentality and swiftly turn to economic and political decisions involving 
much fewer carbon emissions. Unless such striking change takes place,  
temperatures may rise to more than three degrees Celsius, leading 
to catastrophic consequences for communities all around the world. 

The report estimates that carbon emissions must begin decreasing 
before 2025 in order to get on track for climate protection. To achieve this 
target, governments must phase out coal use, while methane emissions 
need to be reduced by a third. The world cannot afford to plan any new 
fossil fuel infrastructure or else it will certainly cross the threshold for  
temperature rise. 

The IPCC also campaigns for large and rapid changes in lifestyle 
and habits of the population, including walking more and eating a 
less processed diet. While they do recommend the planting of new 
forests, they ask for further development in agricultural procedures, 
which currently emit hefty amounts of methane and carbon. Most 



by Dana Hathaway, Bridie Beamish, 
and Georgia Kaufman
Sports Editor and Media Production Editors

On Mar. 1, Stanford undergraduate student and 
women’s soccer captain Katie Meyer died by suicide, 
reignited a discussion surrounding mental health 
awareness in sports, a conversation that prominent 
athletes like Simone Biles, Dwayne Johnson, and 
Michael Phelps initiated. The athletes’ activism 
shined a spotlight on this frequently-avoided topic 
in the world of professional sports. As Meyer was an 
integral part of the Stanford athletics program, her 
death started a similar conversation focused on 
the well-being of student-athletes. 

On a high school scale, balancing 
schoolwork with competitive high 
school athletics is extremely dif-
ficult; on top of that, many fac-
tors such as college admissions 
and recruiting, family experi-
ences, and social lives exac-
erbate these difficulties in 
a way that many adults — 
most commonly, coaches 
and parents — often fail  
to acknowledge. 

Meyer’s death evoked an 
overwhelming and empa-
thetic response on social 
media, sparking a global 
conversation amongst stu-
dent-athletes surrounding 
the pressures of high school 
and collegiate sports. Student-
athletes often forfeit a majority of 
their free time to progress in their 
sport. This can cause them to live in a 
state where they only view themselves as 
the athlete they have become, rather than 
as an individual; the ever-present stigma around 
mental health distracts athletes from seeking the 
help they need — whether that be a mental health 
day, or a break from the competition that engulfs 
high school athletics. The Los Gatos community 
needs to help athletes better understand the state 
of their mental health and how to balance their 
schoolwork, sport, and social life. 

When interviewed, Los Gatos athletes repeated 
the common sentiment that the “student” in 
“student-athlete” should carry just as much weight 
as the athletic half, whether a sport is a student’s 
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future or not. The recruitment process, in addition 
to a mountain of school work, emphasizes the stress 
which these athletes feel, yet the strain that col-
legiate recruitment places on high school athletes is 
rarely recognized. However, while only two percent 
of student athletes in American high schools aspire 
to play collegiate sports and end up going to an 
NCAA Division I school, most high school athletes 
participate in sports for exercise, fun, and a sense 
of community or accomplishment. Dedication is an 

future.” This culture of sports over academics is 
unrealistic, as sports must coexist with — not over-
shadow — an individual’s high school education. 

There must be a culture change surrounding ath-
letics to allow a healthy balance between commiting 
to a sport and maintaining an identity away from 
athletics. Without a balance between athletics and 
prioritizing themselves, athletes are unable to con-
nect to a life away from their sport, thus fostering 
an unhealthy lifestyle influenced by the expectation 
that an athlete should be excessively dedicated to 
their sport. Junior middle linebacker and fullback 
Jack Temple spoke about his mental health during 

football season, admitting, “sometimes we 
forget how much fun it is to play football 

because we get caught up in the little 
stresses that comes with the season.” 

A culture that forces students to 
center their life around athletics 

leaves student-athletes to define 
themselves by their athletic 
capabilities. It is unrealistic 
to expect athletes to perform 
their best at all times, and 
these high expectations can 
cause their performance and 
view of themselves to dete-
riorate as they struggle to 
define their identity beyond 
a sport.  

Coinciding with a greater 
focus on general mental health 

is an uptick in using mental 
health days within work, school, 

and social settings as a way to reset 
a person’s “social battery.” However, 

when it comes to student-athletes, 
many feel that they are not able to take a 

day off in order to preserve the state of their 
mental fitness. Junior middle linebacker and full-

back Ethan Currie reflected on his mental health 
during football season versus his off-season, claim-
ing that the pause between seasons “is completely 
necessary. If you just keep going, you’re going 
to end up tiring yourself out.” The strain which 
student-athletes put on themselves to perform at 
their best often results in burnout. Speaking on 
this subject, Currie stated, “it’s kind of a battle 
sometimes; some days you aren’t motivated at all, 
and some days you’re just ready to go. You just 
have to prepare yourself for this commitment you 

have made to the team every practice.” However, 
another athlete viewed their sport differently, 
stating that “I made the commitment to the team, 
but I didn’t commit to missing breaks for practice. 
When ‘optional’ practices aren’t seen as optional by 
coaches, it really just stresses the team out because 
all of a sudden we have no off days.” Ultimately, 
we must shift the culture surrounding days off and 
allow students to take mental health days to protect 
their overall well-being. 

Furthermore, the rivalrous nature of athletics 
can threaten the bonds which team sports create. 
Healthy competition is a defining factor of every 
sport; however, an issue arises when this competi-
tion among teammates becomes toxic, mentally 
draining, and obsessive. When coaches relentlessly 
pit young, impressionable teammates against each 
other, it leads athletes to question their self-worth 
and fosters a negative team culture. Athletes see one 
another as a number to beat rather than as a peer. 
This further dehumanizes young athletes and calls 
their identities into question as they commit to their 
sport, only to be told that they are not good enough 
by coaches and fellow athletes. When speaking about 
athletic rivalry among athletes on the same team 
who share close friendships, water polo player and 
dance team member Saya Alvares stated, “[the 
competition] was like a defense mechanism because 
[the comparison] was so brutal.” Student-athletes 
need to understand that their peers more than likely 
feel the same way as they do; the cutthroat nature 
comes not only from comparison amongst team-
mates, but from the way student-athletes choose 
to go about this competition.

While the athletic department at LGHS has 
worked on these issues by enacting mental health 
lessons in several sports, we all need to pay more 
attention to the mental health of student-athletes 
in our community. Student-athletes deserve more 
than allowing their athletic ability to define them 
above all else, especially when the culture surround-
ing can devalue their mental health in the process. 

The national suicide prevention hotline is 1-800-
273-8255 or 988. The Wellness Center, available for 
all LGHS students, is located next to the library on 
campus as a resource for CASSY and de-stressing 
during the school day. Talkspace is a completely 
online therapy resource given to LGHS students at 
no cost. The resources are here for students to use; 
don’t let the stigma around getting help prevent 
you from utilizing them.
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In my time at LGHS I have taken 
many honors and AP English classes, 
making it apparent that classes are 
most enjoyable when teachers are 
passionate about the literature and 
content they are teaching. It is abso-
lutely necessary to the education of 
students, the interest of teachers, and 

the diversification of voices in the media, that on a national scale 
teachers can choose the literature they teach. 

Assigning mandatory literature for teach-
ers to incorporate into their curriculum 
can hinder students’ takeaways from 
said literature. When teachers are obli-
gated to teach certain literature, they 
are not as passionate about their own 
lesson,  and they will not delve as 
deeply into the content. Furthermore, 
their students’ takeaways will not 
reach the potential of how insightful 
or impactful they could be. In addition, students may actu-
ally have the wrong takeaways. Some books use complex 
rhetorical strategies or figurative language to demonstrate 
ironic situations in order to critique society. Without an 
engaged leader to spearhead discussions and captivate stu-
dents, these analytical strategies could be entirely missed. 

An easy way to avoid these opportunities for failure is simply  
to allow teachers to choose the novels, books, or media that they 
teach. To do this would mean leaving book choices entirely up 
to teachers, broadening the titles to choose from, or modifying 
the system to easily allow the introduction of new titles. 
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Reform college dorms

Appreciate brutalist architecture 
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Choose more complex literature

trends, we must live with the decisions of the past even 
when they are ugly and unavoidable. The use of concrete 
also makes it difficult to repurpose the building. Since 
each wall is technically load-bearing, the floorplans are 
basically unchangeable. Through these buildings, we 
realize how much of our world is only temporary and 
easy to alter on a whim. It also reveals the fakeness of 
much of our world, like gold-plated objects. For brutalist 
buildings, there is only concrete.

For much of human history, the noble class funded 
significant pieces of architecture made for their class, 

but constructed by the peasant class: castles 
in medieval and monarchical Europe, 

the Pyramids of Giza, the Great 
Wall of China, and others. 
Even the most prominent 
style before brutalism, Art 
Deco, echoed this power 

structure. Brutalism, which arose 
in Post-WWII Europe, was the first 

architectural style to change this. Most 
brutalist buildings serve a public pur-

pose, providing affordable housing like the Trellick Tower 
in London, serving government purposes like Boston 
City Hall, or even lending themselves to education like 
the Geisel Library at University of California San Diego. 

Brutalism is not my favorite architectural style, but 
I think many people unfairly criticize it for what it is: a 
fresh perspective on the role of buildings and our place 
in the world. Though I know this one article won’t sway 
opinions, I hope that the general public will conserve 
brutalist icons and appropriately appreciate brutalist 
buildings in the long run.

In many districts, teachers can propose books in meet-
ings early in the school year, but their choices can easily 
be denied. Thankfully, here at LG, adding a new novel is 
relatively easy, but nationally, it can be harder to pass. The 
leniency that exists in our district needs to be expanded 
for educational purposes. When a teacher has a personal 
connection to what they are teaching, the engagement in 
that piece of literature is heightened for everyone involved, 
as they may be able to contribute a personal connection.

Failure to diversify is another key reason that teacher 
selection is essential to English education, because it is 

necessary to make literature and 
media expansive and relatable. In 
our world today, so many wonder-
ful authors have expanded the 
themes, motifs, and accessibility 
of literary works. Still though, 
it feels like we cannot eradicate 
the prevalence of ancient classics 
that are written by dead, White 
authors. Regardless of the undying 
value of the classics, teachers can 

supplement some of these with other more modern and pro-
gressive works to modernize and diversify the voices heard 
in the classroom. Again, this works to bolster engagement 
as more students will find the opportunity to relate to a 
story that potentially features people more similar to them. 

We must encourage teachers to choose the literature that 
they incorporate in the class, as evidenced by the enhanced 
engagement it provokes, benefit to student takeaways, and 
diversification it provides. Recognize how this affects the 
classes you may be taking, and why change can be a good 
thing for a multitude of reasons. 

The housing crisis is something that Californians 
are unfortunately well-acquainted with. Despite boast-
ing a massive budget surplus of over 45 billion dollars 
and a GDP big enough to make its economy the fifth 
largest in the world, homelessness continues to plague 
our otherwise booming state. I doubt many would be 
surprised to hear that California has a homeless popu-
lation hovering around 160,000 people. What may be 

more shocking, however, is that college students make up a not-insignificant 
portion of that number. According to UCLA, “1 in 5 CCC, 1 in 10 CSU, and 1 in 
20 UC students are experiencing homelessness, a number that has risen nearly 
50 percent in the last decade.” For a state as wealthy as California, leaving 
such a substantial amount of its postsecondary students without housing is, 
to be blunt, embarrassing, and a problem that desperately needs to be solved.  

The housing issue at California universities is not isolated. In fact, it’s only 
part of a larger, and growing, problem. The University of California (UC) and 
California State University (CSU), the state’s four-year higher education systems, 
are receiving more applications than the campuses are capable of admitting. 
While the consequences of this are far reaching — eligible students receiving 

rejections and fewer opportunities for 
minority students — the solution 

isn’t simple. 
The Campaign for Col-

lege Opportunity, which 
works to ensure that 
all eligible students in 
California can receive 
a college education, 
called for reform last 
December. They sug-
gested reworking Cali-

fornia’s 1960 Master Plan 
for Higher Education, 

with the goal of expand-
ing enrollment by up to 44,000 

more students. While this plan seems 
beneficial, it raises one important question: Where will all of those additional 
students go? Some may be accommodated at campuses with lower populations, 
such as UC Merced or CSU Sonoma, but this raises another issue — these 
campuses have fewer students for a reason. Regardless of the actual quality of 
education offered at these institutions, it is inarguable that there is a stigma 
surrounding them. For example, both the UC and CSU systems refer students 
to other campuses if they are not admitted to their first choice. Yet of the over 
7,000 CSU freshmen who were referred to a different campus in 2020, only 117 
ended up enrolling.

The solution appears simple: build more housing on popular campuses. 
However, getting such projects off the ground is not easy. UC Berkeley has 
struggled for decades to construct dorms for its students. Only 22 percent of 
Berkeley’s 40,000 students currently live in housing owned by the university, 
which forces students to search for apartments off campus where rent averages 
3,164 dollars — an unflattering solution for most college students. In addition, 
Berkeley’s plans to build additional student housing faces opposition from locals 
who feel that the university is encroaching on public space. While a lawsuit 
to limit Berkeley’s enrollment was skirted by California’s legislature, the fact 
still remains that UCB has long failed to meet demand. UC Santa Barbara faces 
a similar problem, with the university offering only 10,700 beds for its 24,030 
undergraduate and graduate students. Plans to build more housing there have 
also faced resistance, with one architect on UCSB’s Design Review Committee 
resigning over a planned prison-like residence hall without windows that would 
house roughly 4,500 students.

Students should not, under any circumstances, be sleeping in their cars or 
paying exorbitant rent because their university is incapable of providing them 
with a place to live. When CSU has only 59,260 beds for a student body of almost 
500,000 — and 8,700 CSU students and 7,500 UC students are waitlisted for 
housing, with actual demand likely much higher — it’s clear that something 
needs to change.
(Sources: Bloomberg, UCLA, EdSource, LA Times, SF Chronicle, Inside Higher Ed)

you are avoiding supporting the common animal abuse and slaughter 
in food production industries. Not only is this a win for the animals, 
it also helps  alleviate consumer guilt. These reasons transcend just a 
diet, because they appear in various other areas of your life, including 
decisions in cosmetic and clothing purchases.

Given these restrictive guidelines, it’s unreasonable to assume 
that a vegan will never support non-vegan companies. Given how 
consolidated the food market has become, buying a product 
from one vegan label might mean supporting some other 
mass conglomerate. Alternatively, buying a specifically vegan 
product from a normally omnivorous brand, is still considered 
vegan, despite how it supports the non-vegan brand. A major-
ity of the vegan community accepts these aspects of the life-
style, and would not argue that purchasing from non-exclu-
sively vegan companies makes you omnivorous or non-vegan.

However, I would like to extend this sympathy and under-
standing to a larger array of indirectly-vegan choices. The impor-
tant and universal tenants of veganism — environmental awareness 
and animal rights — can still be followed whilst also not making exclu-
sively plant-based decisions. For example, eggs from a neighbor with a 
humane amount of chickens, who provides a large enough living space 
and practices proper animal welfare — that is vegan. No animals were 

harmed in the production of those eggs. It would be incredibly 
counterproductive for the movement to be so exclusive as to deny 
neighborly-egg sharing the label of good veganism. 

Finally, nobody’s perfect. According to Cornell Univer-
sity, every individual makes over 200 

food-related decisions per day. Over 
the course of a year, that’s 73,000 

choices. It’s okay if every once 
in a while, a couple of them 
aren’t vegan. A vegan should 
be able to eat a creme brulee 
at a holiday party and still call 
themselves vegan. Personally, 

I wouldn’t venture into meat, 
but I think the occasional gelato 

or aioli sauce is far from the hei-
nous betrayal to the movement that 

extremists make it out to be. Com-
mitting most of your lifestyle to cutting down animal prod-
uct intake is better than nothing at all, and gatekeeping 
a community to exclude imperfection is counterproductive. 
(Sources: Cornell, DownToEarth, Cleveland Clinic, Oxford)

N. Chen

For those unaware, veganism is the practice 
of avoiding animal products in food and other 
items. The practice is often seen as restrictive 
and difficult to attain. I’ve been vegan for 
around eight months now, and honestly would 
somewhat agree with the former statements. 
There’s a lot of options available in the food 
and product markets, and the most enticing 

ones aren’t always vegan. I certainly have a moral bias towards plant-
based options, but I’d like to argue that you don’t need to make fully 
vegan-choices, 100 percent of the time, to call yourself a vegan.

First of all, veganism is more than a diet, it’s a lifestyle. A common 
reason for becoming vegan is health concerns. Of course, this is a per-
fectly valid motivation. Research has revealed that plant-based diets 
are linked to reduced risk of heart disease and diabetes. However, it is 
also important to acknowledge that there are other motivations behind 
converting to veganism. 

Veganism reduces your carbon footprint. Carbon emissions related to 
diet are 99 to 102 percent higher for meat-eaters than vegans, according 
to an Oxford study from 2016. Second, by choosing non-animal products, 
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Architecture is a special kind of art. 
Due to the size and permanence of build-
ings, it demands attention from the 
public, and thus a good portion of people 
will scrutinize it for a myriad of reasons. 
However, one architectural style sparks 
more debate than any other: brutalism. 
Merely bringing up the word will lead 

others to attack its harsh, industrial, and inhumane characteristics.  
I am a defender of brutalism, not for its design, but for its 
revolutionary role in architecture.

The word “brutalism” comes from the 
French word for raw concrete, “béton 
brut,” not the English word “brutal.” 
The use of reinforced concrete is 
the basis of brutalism, allowing 
architects and engineers to design and 
build huge buildings out of the heavy mate-
rial. Brutalist buildings contrast with both the 
natural world and the human world. 

The naked concrete on all brutalist buildings demonstrates a 
particular kind of honesty. Instead of covering up a wooden or metal 
frame with drywall or ornate decorations, brutalist buildings are 
what they look like, unlike the glass facades of modern skyscrapers 
or the fake stone carvings on old city buildings. Some may criticize 
the ugly “aging” of the chipped or discolored concrete, but that is 
its beauty: Nothing is hidden from the public view. Whether we like 
it or not, the effect of time on human infrastructure is consistent 
and everlasting, and brutalism displays that.

The permanence of brutalist buildings is another unique aspect 
of this style. Since buildings are not (and should not) be treated like 



by Sonali Muthukrishnan
Editor-in-Chief 

It is abundantly clear that the media 
we consume contains an alarming amount 
of misinformation on the topic of sexual 
assault. The way that we discuss rape as a 
society needs to change, and our generation 
can make that change. It is important that 
we learn how to talk about rape correctly 
because it affects everyone, whether or not 

you are a survivor. We must look after each other, and part of 
that includes sexual assault education. 

First of all, the overused term “non-consensual sex” 
is extremely problematic because there is no such thing. 
There is only consensual sex and rape; any lack of consent 
means that someone committed an act of sexual assault. 
Consent is not trivial — it must be present in any sexual 
or romantic situation. Using incorrect terms to describe 
assault can be incredibly harmful, especially because rape 
has a profound emotional effect on survivors. Using the 
term “non-consensual sex” invalidates survivors while 
also normalizing the act of rape, which is unacceptable. 

We also need to change the way we discuss rap-
ists; the common misconception that most rapists 
are some random stranger waiting for you in a back 

alley is not true. A study by Glasgow University found that 90 percent 
of survivors know their assailant. The chances of someone you know 
assaulting you are way higher than that of a stranger assaulting you, 
and such information helps all of us protect ourselves and lets us look 
out for those around us. 

Sexual assault is not a rare occurence: It can happen to anyone, 
and oftentimes those around you have experienced it. Destigmatizing 
assault is an important step, and correcting misconceptions like this 
can aid us in our conversations surrounding rape. If we feel comfort-
able speaking openly about this important subject, we can prevent 

and reduce the number of assaults in our society. 
Moreover, the U.S. federal government does not take sexual 

assault seriously enough, and they must set a better example. 
Rape accusations are extremely serious and we must treat 
them as such. More than that, our politicians must demon-
strate that they take these claims seriously. When discussing 
Judge Ketanji Jackson’s nomination to the higher court, 

Senator Chuck Grassley stated, “we [can’t] repeat some of the 
mistakes that were made by other people in the Kavanaugh 

hearing,” alluding to the allegations of sexual assault that 
Kavanaugh faced during his confirmation and the reactions, 

particularly those of the Democrats, that followed. 
Grassley’s statements are simply unacceptable; they 

undermine the seriousness of rape and its impacts on 
survivors. Sexual assault allegations are not fake political 

lies trying to stop someone from reaching the highest court in the 
land; they are very valid concerns voiced by women psychologically 
harmed by their assaulters. Speaking up to these larger than life 
political figures takes an immense amount of bravery, as they not 
only describe their assault, but also face questioning about it in 
front of the entire nation. Currently, we have not one but two sitting 
Supreme Court justices who faced sexual assault allegations: Brett 
Kavanaugh and Clarence Thomas. Could our government really find no 
one else? Our politicians need to stop reducing the gravity of rape. It is  
entirely unacceptable. 

Lastly, when we discuss situations where sexual assault occurs, 
think twice before you voice your pity for the person accused of 
assaulting someone else. Rape has profound effects on the survivors 
who experience it. They can feel unsafe for years after they are violated, 
alongside a host of emotional effects, not to mention the possible 
physical ones. For us to say that their perpetrator, who made the 
choice to commit this act, should be the one whom we pity, ultimately 
invalidates the trauma that survivors experience. Assailants should face 
consequences for their actions. When a survivor reports their rapist, 
they simply call out the rapist’s willful behavior, and survivors should 
not face criticism for that. 

Survivors deserve all of the support we can give them, and 
we should uplift them by thinking about and changing the way 
we talk about rape. We can do better, and we need to do better.                 
(Sources: BBC, CNN)

by Alia Arafeh
Opinion Editor

Every year on Eid-al-Fitr, my family and 
I dress up in fancy, new clothes, go to the 
mosque for prayers, have lunch together, 
exchange gifts, and talk with extended 
family and friends. The end of Ramadan 
marks a celebration of hope, faith, connec-
tion, and community. After two years of 
Eid under pandemic restrictions, where we 

resorted to phone calls and texts rather than real connections and 
visitations, I was looking forward to this year’s Eid. 

However, rather than spending time with my family, breaking my 
fast, and going to the morning prayers, instead of celebrating after 
a long and hard month, I will be regurgitating information about 
the United States government to pass my AP test. In fact, I will be 
taking an AP test not only on the first day of Eid, but every day 
of that week. The AP test dates are personally insulting, and they 
demonstrate the constant prioritization of Christianity in the school 
system and the blatant lack of a divide between church and state 
that is only ever crossed for this one religion.

Though wildly misrepresented in American media and massively 
underrepresented in Los Gatos, Islam is not an uncommon religion. 
As one of the three main Abrahamic religions, Islam has nearly 1.8 
billion followers — 24 percent of the world’s population. Ramadan 

is no underground holiday that is part of a lesser known religion; 
Eid-al-Fitr is one of the most important holidays in Islam, equivalent 
to Christmas or Easter in Christianity, or Passover in Judaism. In the 
Middle East, where the majority of the population is Muslim, shops 
close during the day, sheiks announce prayers, and communities cel-
ebrate Eid collectively. There is no downplaying the importance 
of Ramadan and Eid. 

Although such celebrations are not the case in 
America, Islam is still very well known. Simply 
not realizing that the dates of Eid-al-Fitr line 
up with those of the AP tests is an ignorant 
excuse, and claiming that there are not 
enough Muslim students for it to matter, 
whether or not the AP test is on Eid, 
further marginalizes this group. Here I 
am, angrily writing this article, demon-
strating that Muslim students do exist 
and we do care.

You might point out that The Col-
lege Board simply disregarded Eid-al-Fitr 
because there should be a division between 
church and state. Schools are not supposed to 
prioritize one religion over another; they are not 
supposed to accomodate for one group of students 
and ignore others, right? But imagine if the tables 

were turned and College Board scheduled AP tests on Christmas. That 
would be unacceptable, unimaginable even, so why are they subject-
ing Muslim students to the equivalent situation? Again, Muslims are 
a minority group in America, but they practice a common religion 
nonetheless. If the school system can accommodate for Christianity, 

it needs to either cease to do so, or extend that treatment  
to everyone.

This is not the only instance in which The 
College Board has simply disregarded Muslim 

and Middle Eastern students. On college 
applications, when creating an account, 

and when applying for scholarships, the 
application forces me to mark my race 
as “White (including Middle Eastern 
descent).” This fails to recognize a 
huge population of the world, prov-
ing to Muslim students, who are often 
Middle Eastern, that College Board 
simply do not care.

In principle, scheduling the AP tests 
on Eid is disrespectful and unfair to 

Muslim students. Despite how much of a 
minority we may be at LGHS, or throughout 

America, Muslim students matter and for once, 
we need to be recognized.

by Kate Gruetter
Culture Editor

Gatekeeping is the 
practice of deciding 
who does or does not 
have access or rights to 
a hobby or a personal 
interest.  The prac-
tice of gatekeeping is 
something society often 

frowns upon, labeling it as rude or non inclusive. 
Although it can breed toxic groups unwilling 
to change, gatekeeping also has its benefits. It 
helps protect certain groups or genres from mis-
interpretation or problematic ideas. Gatekeeping 
helps maintain appreciation or respect for differ-
ent media or cultures, brought on by uneducated 
individuals joining these groups. Additionally, 
gatekeeping allows individuals to maintain or find 
their own creative avenues, rather than following 
the trends or the actions of others. 

First off, gatekeeping shows some-
one’s passion and interest in a cer-
tain topic or subject. They 
care about it so much that 
they are willing to exclude 
certain people from these 
groups to secure their 
own place, and to pro-
tect that community from 
problematic outsiders. For 
example, if I have been a 
Marvel fan since Captain 
America: Civil War was released, it seems only fair 
I would gatekeep the franchise from people who 
just became interested after watching Spiderman: 
No Way Home. Not only do I have a longer and more 
personal connection to the media, I also have a 
deeper appreciation and understanding of it because 
I have been appreciating it for longer. Therefore, 
my superior knowledge makes it only fair for me to 
gatekeep the franchise from these new fans, who 
know less and are therefore less appreciative and 
more likely to disrespect the franchise. 

Similarly, when certain people or groups join 
fandoms due to trends or other’s opinions, it 
leads to a lack of appreciation for the art itself. 
The perfect example of this is Harry Styles fans 
who began appreciating his music following 
the release of his album, “Fine Line.” While I 
accept these fans, a large number of them began 
to fixate and only listen to his top hit songs 
“Watermelon Sugar” and “Adore You.” This means 
that the new fans did not even take the time or 
put in the effort to appreciate his other, equally 
good or even better songs. It means that these 
fans denied themselves the privilege of hearing 
gorgeous songs like “Two Ghosts” or “Cherry.” 
Overall, new fans joining a fandom or group 
without appreciating the artist’s work deserve 
to face gatekeeping and frustration; they are 
not displaying the respect, appreciation, or 
consideration that the artist deserves.

Finally, gatekeeping allows individuals to 
maintain and secure their own interests, 

while urging others to find their 
specific interests as well. 

It means that people 
belonging to one group 
can continue to enjoy 
their interests without 
the disrespectful behav-
ior I listed above, and 
that individuals who are 
perhaps not allowed to 
join the groups can find 
their own niche inter-

ests. Sometimes, these newly joined individuals 
attempt to enter these groups following a trend 
or the actions of others. If these people are then 
not given access to these communities, they 
may be more motivated to join groups based on 
their own interests and hobbies, rather than the 
interests of other people.

Overall, gatekeeping is good. It increases 
creativity, helps to avoid disrespect and misin-
terpretation in communities, and makes sure art 
is appreciated and respected regardless of trends. 

by Macy Dennon
Sports Editor

Gatekeeping has its 
benefits, as my fellow 
El Gatan Kate Gruetter 
points out. However, 
the harms significantly 
outweigh the benefits. 
Gatekeeping is the prac-
tice of deciding who has 

the right to certain interests. Gatekeeping pro-
motes selfishness among fans and restricts people 
from sharing what they enjoy. It also promotes 
close-mindedness because not allowing people to 
try new things or learn new life lessons discour-
ages them from experimentation.

To start, gatekeeping is selfish. Imagine 
discovering your new favorite band or 
show. A normal person would want 
to share the things they love with 
other people in hopes 
that they can enjoy it 
too! But someone 
who is selfish 
would want 
the exact 
opposite: 
to save the 
music or show 
for themselves. 
This sounds like 
gatekeeping to 
me. Similarly, 
sharing hidden 
gems that are spe-
cial to oneself contains 
a certain amount of inti-
macy. The fear of said inti-
macy is a reason why a person 
might be a gatekeeper. Gatekeeping 
is directly linked to selfishness and fear of intimacy. 

Additionally, when people only have access to 
large trends or artists, they do not expand their 
thinking or learn new things about themselves. 

Let us go back to the band analogy. Your favorite 
band is not very well known and you decide to  
try not share them with anyone to keep  
their talent from growing in popularity, therefore 
making them and their music less accessible.  
However, this band addresses serious issues and a 
lot of people could learn from them. New media 
can allow for people to expand their way of think-
ing, and gatekeeping does not allow new fans  
to learn lessons from which they could benefit,  
or discover their own likes and dislikes. In 
an uncultured society, an artist might be  
disrespected, and gatekeeping perpetuates those 
misreadings of challengin ideas. By focusing  
solely on trends, people would not learn any-
thing new.

Finally, the popularization of certain media 
allows for a higher budget in those areas, therefore 

allowing for more of said content to be pro-
duced and consumed. This is the simple age 

old argument of supply 
and demand. The 

more people who 
want to listen 

or watch a 
certain plat-

form, the more 
revenue, therefore 

the more production of 
said platform. I understand why others would 
want to keep disrespectful behavior from con-

taminating a welcoming environment with a 
strongly-positive culture, but to completely block 
everyone from a creative outlet stops people from 
experiencing it and learning from it, therefore 
making it counter productive. 

To say gatekeeping has some benefits is accu-
rate, but to suggest that it is overall good for the 
participating population is wrong. Why would a 
person block another person from accessing a 
creative outlet? Why would they not want their 
favorite artist to grow traction? People should not 
engage in gatekeeping, because it is detrimental 
to society.
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Overview
In addition to the fasting period of Ramadan, many cultural 

staples include the traditional foods that Muslims make for feasts 
during the month. During Ramadan, Muslims typically fast from 
dawn to dusk for 30 days, and the two main meals of Ramadan, 
iftar and suhoor, occur before and after the day of fasting. 

Traditionally, the meal of suhoor is eaten prior to sunrise before 
the day of fasting. Standard foods of suhoor include menemen, a 
scrambled egg-like dish with tomatoes; meshtah, a flat bread; and 
manakeesh, a dough topped with thyme, cheese, or ground meat. 

To break their fast, Muslims typically begin with a few sips of 
water, then a date (the fruit), followed by the meal of iftar after 
the sun has gone down for the day. Iftar includes foods such as 
haleem, different varieties of kebabs, different soups, and more. 

Foods of Ramadan range from all kinds of sweet desserts such 
as knafeh, a dish that includes spun pastry soaked in a sugary sweet 
syrup and topped with sweet cheese. In addition to knafeh, there 
is atayef, a fried or baked pancake-like dish filled with cheese, 
cream, or nuts. Also, there is ma’amoul, a date-filled butter cookie 
made with semolina flour. Other foods typically eaten include 
baklava, pita bread, stuffed grape leaves, and falafel.
(Source: LA Times)
  - Emily Duvall, Humor Editor

The best way to learn and avoid misconceptions about any religion is to 
speak directly with those practicing it. That’s why I talked to Sarah Khokhar, 
a Muslim student at Saratoga High School, about Ramadan and what it means 
to her, how to learn more about the holiday, and the challenges a lack of diver-
sity and understanding pose her. 

To correct a common and false misconception, Khokhar stated that “Rama-
dan isn’t like a celebration, it’s more of a reflection. If you’re talking about 
celebration, it would be the end of Ramadan, which is Eid.” Eid al-Fitr is the 
first of two holidays celebrated in Islam, with the second — Eid al-Adha — cel-
ebrated later in the year. Ramadan itself is more spiritual, with Khokhar saying 
that it’s a time for “being one with God and His religion.”

As for her favorite part of Ramadan, Khokhar talked about Iftar, the meal 
that breaks their fast at dusk each day. “[It’s] the [most fun] part in my opin-
ion,” she said, laughing, “to get to eat again after not eating for the entire day.” 
She also mentioned the importance of community Iftars held on the week-
ends by her local mosque, something which was impossible last year due to  
coronavirus restrictions.

It’s not all positive though. “Living in Los Gatos, the lack of diversity just 
made [Ramadan] uncomfortable to talk about, because people didn’t really 
feel welcoming.” That’s why Sarah chose to attend Saratoga High School 
over LG when given the opportunity. In Saratoga “the diversity makes you 
feel more comfortable to talk about it. People are more open to learning more  
about [Ramadan]”

To learn more about Ramadan, Khokhar said “if you see a Muslim, feel free 
to ask them different questions, because hearing it from firsthand is better than 
secondary sources.” And of course, always be considerate and respectful when 
inquiring about Islam or Ramadan. 
  - Matthew Fehr, National/World Editor 

This year, Apr. 2 marks the first day of Ramadan, the ninth month in the Muslim 
calendar, during which Muslims fast and engage in a specific evening prayer. Lasting 
29 to 30 days, Ramadan marks the month during which the angel Gabriel delivered 
the first verses of the Quran to the prophet Muhammed, and observing Ramadan by 
fasting is one of the five pillars of Islam. 

Fasting entails refraining from eating or drinking from sunrise to sunset; its main 
purposes are to improve spirituality, strengthen the relationship with Allah (the word 
for God in Arabic and the name used to refer to God in Islam), empathize with the 
poor, strengthen willpower, and more. Fasting people generally break their fast with a 
date (the fruit) and a healthy, balanced meal to make up for the calories missed out on 
during the day. There are some who are exempt from fasting: women on their periods, 
young children, the elderly, pregnant and nursing women, anyone sick or physically 
incapable of fasting, and anyone facing hardships in general. 

A typical day in Ramadan begins before sunrise, around 5:00 AM this time of year. 
Fasting people wake up early to have uhoor, a heavy meal eaten to prepare for the day 
of fasting ahead. During the day, there are five prayers total and following the fourth 
one (maghrib, which is a prayer performed at sunset or around 7:30 PM) Muslims 
break their fast. Later in the evening, people who celebrate Ramadan pray taraweeh, 
which is a prayer only observed during the month of Ramadan. At the end of Ramadan, 
Muslims celebrate Eid-al-Fitr, which falls on May 2 this year and includes celebra-
tions, charity, and a specific prayer. Because of the religious importance of the holi-
day, Ramadan is an incredibly important time of year for Muslims around the world.
  - Alia Arafeh, Opinion Editor
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This year, Apr. 2 marks the first day of Ramadan, the ninth month in the Muslim 
calendar, during which Muslims fast and engage in a specific evening prayer. Lasting 
29 to 30 days, Ramadan marks the month during which the angel Gabriel delivered 
the first verses of the Quran to the prophet Muhammed, and observing Ramadan by 
fasting is one of the five pillars of Islam. 

Fasting entails refraining from eating or drinking from sunrise to sunset; its main 
purposes are to improve spirituality, strengthen the relationship with Allah (the word 
for God in Arabic and the name used to refer to God in Islam), empathize with the 
poor, strengthen willpower, and more. Fasting people generally break their fast with a 
date (the fruit) and a healthy, balanced meal to make up for the calories missed out on 
during the day. There are some who are exempt from fasting: women on their periods, 
young children, the elderly, pregnant and nursing women, anyone sick or physically 
incapable of fasting, and anyone facing hardships in general. 

A typical day in Ramadan begins before sunrise, around 5:00 AM this time of year. 
Fasting people wake up early to have uhoor, a heavy meal eaten to prepare for the day 
of fasting ahead. During the day, there are five prayers total and following the fourth 
one (maghrib, which is a prayer performed at sunset or around 7:30 PM) Muslims 
break their fast. Later in the evening, people who celebrate Ramadan pray taraweeh, 
which is a prayer only observed during the month of Ramadan. At the end of Ramadan, 
Muslims celebrate Eid-al-Fitr, which falls on May 2 this year and includes celebra-
tions, charity, and a specific prayer. Because of the religious importance of the holi-
day, Ramadan is an incredibly important time of year for Muslims around the world.
  - Alia Arafeh, Opinion Editor
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Ramadan is one of the most important holidays in Islam, but some 
Muslims cannot fully celebrate this year. Many Ukrainian Mus-
lims are currently displaced by the Russia-Ukraine War, and food 
prices in the Middle East are soaring. In Africa, intense floods have 
forced many to leave their homes and have washed away homes  
and farms. 

Islamic Relief, a nonprofit organization, will be distributing over 
200,000 Ramadan parcels to the most vulnerable communities in over  
35 countries. The Madinah Food Pantry is an organization that’s open 
year round to support Muslim families, and during Ramadan, distrib-
utes food packages to Muslims residing in southern United States. 

Other organizations like Muslims Around The World (MATW) 
Project focuses on providing food for Ramadan celebration to orphans 
and those facing extreme poverty. Take a moment to check out and/
or donate to any of these nonprofits to see how you can help others 
celebrate Eid-al-Fitr!
  - Esha Bagora, Humor Editor
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P leas ing announces new c o l l e c t i o nP leas ing announces new c o l l e c t i o n Peach Pit drops third album
by Sonali Muthukrishnan
Editor-in-Chief

On Mar. 7, Pleasing, a lifestyle and skin-
care brand founded by former One Direction 
member Harry Styles, announced its second 
micro-collection: Shroom 
Bloom. Following the Per-
fect Pearl drop, the collec-
tion came out on Mar. 15, 
allowing fans to purchase 
any of the new products in 
Pleasing’s “eclectic supernat-
ural wonder.” Shroom Bloom 
includes a number of skincare 
products, new nail polishes, and 
cute frog-themed apparel. 

The four nail varnishes in this 
drop are Sprouting, a pale green color; Vine Ripe, 
a bright orangey-red color; Tender Bud, a mush-
room-beige color; and The Whole Dewniverse, a 
sheer holographic “bio-glitter.” The set of four 
also comes with sweet nail decals of dancing 
flowers and a plethora of mushrooms. The polish 
set is available for purchase, but you can also 
buy Sprouting or The Whole Dewniverse sepa-
rately with the decals provided. 

Two new skincare products follow the Pleas-
ing Pen and Pearlescent Illuminating Serum 
from the first micro-collection. Acid Drops, 
a lucid overnight serum, features upcycled  
hibiscus acid, sustainably sourced from a pos-
itive impact program in Burkina Faso, West 
Africa. The serum and its unique ingredients are 
designed to make your skin glow. The collection 
launch also included the company’s new mois-
turizing Hand and Nail Balm. The product comes 
in fun, funky packaging and features snow 
mushroom in its formula for optimal hydration. 
All of the beauty products featured in Pleasing 
collections are vegan and cruelty free, as well 
as sustainably sourced. 

The apparel for this collection is earthy in its 
feel. The drop included three items: a crewneck, 
and two t-shirts, featuring fairy frogs holding 
onto either a flower or a mushroom. The clothing 
pieces are ethically crafted in Los Angeles, CA, 
and made from cotton. Fifty percent of the yarn 
for the shirts is recycled, creating the ultra-soft, 
tactile feel “purposefully chosen and developed 
by the Pleasing team.” The bright colors and 
delicate feel create beautiful clothing pieces. 

In addition to the care-
fully crafted products, 
Pleasing also created 
pop-up stores in London 
and New York with cute 
photo backgrounds, the 

newly released products, 
and a plethora of merchan-
dise. Fans flocked to the 
store in Shoreditch, waiting 
in the rain to get an oppor-

tunity to purchase the new 
beauty and apparel items  

and take a look at the groovy 
store design. 

The Instagram for the brand @pleasing 
featured both Mick Fleetwood, the legendary 
dummer, and Cheese, an even more legend-
ary frog. Fans quickly took a liking to the 
Manhattan-scouted frog, asking for more fea-
tured posts of Cheese. In posts Fleetwood posed  
in the new apparel from Pleasing, photographed 
by Anthony Pham. Both celebrities excited  
the fandom, only adding to the joy of a new 
Pleasing micro-collection. 

With the announcement of a new Harry Styles 
album, dropping on May 20, and the fun new 
Pleasing collection, this month has certainly been 
a busy one for the fandom. Styles’s fans cannot 
wait to see what is next! 
(Source: Pleasing)

by Isla Patrick
News Editor

Canadian indie-rock band Peach Pit released their 
11-track LP, “From 2 to 3,” on Mar. 4. The band’s third 
album follows 2017’s “Being So Normal” and 2020’s 
“You and Your Friends”, which both feature upbeat, 
poppy anthems. The Vancouver-based musicians 
describe their sound as “chewed bubblegum pop.” 
This time around, the band channels mellower themes 
and introduces a whole new era of Peach Pit.

The multi-faceted band members — Mikey Pas-
cuzzi, Neil Smith, Peter Wilson, and Christopher 
Vanderkooy — infuse their fresh tracks with uncon-
ventional sounds from tambourines, cow-
bells, harmonicas, and lap steels 
to define their ever-evolving 
sound. Lead singer Smith 
told Sony Music, “From 
2 to 3 is a collection 
of songs that were 
written late at 
night, alone in a 
small apartment 
with a hushed 
voice so as not to 
wake anyone.” In 
the same interview, 
he dedicated the 
album to “the corner 
store attendants who 
sold [them] junk on those 
late nights.”

Sony claims, “if friendship had a 
sound, it would be Peach Pit,” citing the band’s con-
nection that goes back over a decade. The members 
met in high school before releasing the self-titled 
single “Peach Pit’’ in 2016, which has over 100 million 
streams across Spotify and Apple Music. Their 2017 
hits “Tommy’s Party” and “Alrighty Aphrodite” each 
boast over 50 million streams. Peach Pit’s catchy 
lyricism skyrocketed them to success and perfor-

mances at Shaky Knees Festival, Firefly Festival, 
and Bonnaroo. They’re almost a month into their 
48-date tour and played San Francisco’s Fillmore 
West on Mar. 14. Peach Pit certainly has a lot to 
look forward to — Smith stated “things are lookin’ 
up, baby!” upon announcing the new album and 
international tour.

The album’s opening track, “Up Granville,” sets 
the stage for the album with its mellow yet groovy 
riff. Its music video features Pascuzzi, Smith, Wilson, 
and Vanderkooy in a small town at dusk washing 
their car before taking off and driving through the 
desert, complete with a Christmas tree air freshener 

dangling from the rearview mirror. The video 
consists of clips of the band members 

lounging in fields, wading through 
a river, and stomping bare-

foot on dirt trails, perfectly 
encapsulating the infec-
tiously laid-back vibes 
present in every track. 
The “Give Up Baby 
Go” music video is a 
stark contrast to “Up 
Granville,” illustrating 
Smith in the depres-

sive aftermath of a long 
Saturday night. He sings 

“waking up Monday only 
to realize that your Saturday 

self ain’t one you like” while 
moping in a bathtub. Don’t worry, 

the riff is still cheery as ever.
Vanderkooy’s instrumentals and Smith’s vocals 

tie every song together, making listening to the 
album start-to-finish an almost spiritual experience. 
The 11 tracks take listeners on a journey through 
ecstasy, heartbreak, and plain old good vibes like 
no other album in their Spotify library, so be sure 
to check it out.
(Sources: Apple Music, Peach Pit, Sony Music)

Netflix releases new film, Adam by Eve: A Live in Animation
by Jordan Chan
Editorial Editor

Netflix released a 58-minute-long audiovisual work entitled 
“Adam by Eve: A Live in Animation” by Japanese singer, songwriter, 
and Vocaloid producer Eve (also stylized as E ve) on Mar. 15. This 
bizarre and dreamlike experience blends Eve’s music and original 
characters with crisp, colorful animation and live-action film. It 
features many of Eve’s most popular songs including “Dramaturgy” 
and “Kakai Kitan,” which appeared in the hit anime series Jujutsu 
Kaisen as an opening theme in 2020. 

Admittedly, when I first watched this film with my friends, 
I was confused. Of course, I enjoyed the whole experience thor-
oughly, especially as a die-hard fan of Eve’s music, but I was lost 
nonetheless. However, as I reflected and rewatched, I found some 
sort of nonsensical genius in Eve’s work.

“Adam by Eve” perfectly encapsulates the blurred lines between 
a dream and reality, and leaves viewers longing for more. In this 
work, plot takes a back seat, replaced with an assemblage of 
visual and auditory expression. Eve’s decision to splice multimedia 
imagery together throughout the film makes for an especially 
intriguing and multi-dimensional product. Throughout, viewers see 

psychedelic animations projected onto everyday scenes of Japan such as 
a dark, deserted street and train tracks. Around halfway through, 
the film switches to an entirely animated portion. 
Rather than feeling as though you’re following a 
linear narrative, you feel as though you’re peering 
into the mind of Eve himself as you watch. 

Viewers familiar with Eve’s music might 
recognize influences and imagery from 
many of his music videos. The film stars 
two young Japanese women — Hanon 
and Ano — as the main characters — Aki 
and Taki — but it also focuses on Eve’s 
original character Hitotsume, a one-eyed 
figure who appears in many of Eve’s ani-
mated videos, as well as his manga “Kara No 
Kioku.” Hitotsume is ever-present as we watch 
Hanon and Ano act as high school best friends,  
one of whom is looking for the other after her  
mysterious disappearance. 

Major names worked on this project alongside Eve, 
including the producer of “Your Name” Genki Kawamura, 

Nobutaka Yoda, and Yuichirou Saeki, who directed Eve’s 
music video segments. Eve also worked with Studio Khara, a 

production company best known for its work with the 
“Evangelion” series. 

It’s no surprise that this thrilling and fantasti-
cal piece comes from a man shrouded in mystery 
himself. At 26 years old, Eve has amassed a great 
deal of attention in not only his home country of 

Japan, but also overseas. He has over 3.8 million 
subscribers on YouTube and over the same number 
of monthly listeners on Spotify. His song “Kakai 
Kitan” has over 215 million streams on Spotify and 

was the Japanese song most listened to overseas in 
2021 according to Spotify’s charts. He keeps his face 
a secret, only appearing in shadow against colorful 
lighted backdrops in his videos and, naturally, 
in “Adam by Eve.” With a background in music 
production, singing, songwriting, animation, and 
even drawing manga, there’s no telling what Eve 
could do in the future.
(Sources: Spotify, Youtube, Netflix, Collider)

N. Chen

by Elena Rexach
Public Relations Manager

Pixar published their latest film, Turning Red, on Disney+ on 
Mar. 11, after a week-long theatrical run at El Capitan Theater in 
Los Angeles. 

The film introduces protagonist Mei Lee, a rambunctious and 
extroverted teenager. As she takes us through her life, viewers meet 
her just-as-spunky friend group, obsessed with the fictional boy band 
4*TOWN, and her overbearing and protective mother. Although Mei 
seems perfectly content with her life, working at her family’s temple 
after school and following her mother’s every order, her friends worry 
for her. After an instance involving public embarrassment, Mei has a 
nightmare involving red pandas and wakes up to find herself trans-
formed into one. Shortly after, she learns that this is a coming-of-age 
event in her family’s heritage. 

From there, antics ensue as Mei struggles to reconcile her moth-
er’s wishes with her own free will. Her mother tells her to hide her  
panda, and continuously embarrasses her with her relentless protec-
tiveness. Mei and her friends, however, use the panda condition as a  
method of funding to see 4*TOWN. Pressure mounts as Mei is forced  
to keep the secret from her mother and discover a newly rebellious  

identity, all while struggling with the upheaval  
she experiences. 

Turning Red seems to have garnered an unusual 
amount of criticism for a Pixar movie. Many viewers 
claim the plot feels detached from the viewer 
base. While the movie has underlying themes of 
generational trauma, cultural assimilation, and 
bullying, the plot centers toward children with 
its cartoonish pandas and unrealistic scenarios. 
Others criticize the idiosyncrasy of the story,  
as director and writer Domee Shi wrote the 
story to represent her own life and struggles. 
The most notable critic is Sean O’Connell of  
CinemaBlend. O’Connell wrote that Mei’s identity 
as a Chinese-Canadian limits the film from reaching a broad audi-
ence. This comment was met with great backlash, and CinemaBlend 
has since pulled the review and apologized.

The counter to all of this criticism is that the story isn’t unrealistic, 
it is just unrepresented. This movie breaks boundaries few Pixar films 
have ventured before. It features a mainly female cast, many of whom 
are people of color, and even mentions menstruation. Mei’s father is 

not a patriarch of the family, enjoying cooking and 
helping around the house. Also, Mei shows pride in her 
Chinese culture, and she is excited to take part in it. 

Additionally, the teenagers in this film are not 
hyper mature, and instead obsess over things that 
modern culture deems “cringy.” I think there’s 
something very valuable in movies featuring young 
teenagers and pre-teens interested in seemingly 
dorky things, as present day media often makes 

these demographics feel like they must grow  
up faster. 

Overall, even though I greatly enjoyed the 
movie and found relatable pieces in each charac-

ter, I would hesitate to proclaim Turning Red as one 
of Pixar’s best works. Despite this, the film made me laugh and cry, 
and it covered its bases well with a good soundtrack and enjoyable 
animation. Nothing was missing from this movie, but rather it was 
unable to really cross the threshold into iconic Pixar movie status. 
The movie’s reception has been somewhat subdued, considering  
it isn’t getting a proper run in theaters, which contributes to the slight 
lackluster-ness of it all, as fan bases have emerged slower than usual. 

Rexach discusses the importance of Pixar’s Turning Red 
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King discusses drama-filled 2022 Oscars
by Jackie King
Editor-in-Chief

The 94th annual Academy Awards ceremony 
certainly shocked both attendees at the Dolby 
Theater and viewers at home. 

In the most notable win of the night, the Acad-
emy awarded the coveted Best Picture to CODA, 
a film following the life of 17-year-old Ruby, the 
only hearing person in her deaf family. Director Sian 
Heder discussed the title’s meaning, stating “CODA 
does have a double meaning in the title because it’s 
Children of Deaf Adults, but it’s also the end of a 
piece of music. It’s a story about the end of child-
hood.” This film’s win is not only momentous due 
to the unprecedented deaf representation, but 
also because it is the first time a streaming 
service like Apple TV+ has taken home the 
best picture win. CODA took home two 
more Oscars on Mar. 27: Best Supporting 
Actor for Troy Kotsur and Best Adapted 

The Shrek franchise is a glorious piece of Media
by Alia Arafeh and Sonali Muthukrishnan
Opinion Editor and Editor-in-Chief

Shrek is a movie for the ages. Not only is it a 
timeless piece of work, but it actually leaves a last-
ing impact on anyone who watches it. While adults 
and teens will easily understand the deeper mean-
ing hidden behind the whimsical scenes, younger 
kids also benefit from the movie’s messages because 
they shape their implicit biases, changing the way 
they see the world around them. Now, although 
that sounds like a lot, this movie truly has a lot 
more to contribute than the namesake character. 
Obviously, there is a reason that its iconic status 
remains to this day. 

One of the best things about 
this 2001 film is the midsize 
body representation, seeing a 
woman comfortable in her body 
that isn’t a stick thin model, 
but someone in the middle. 
Fiona is the epitome of a 
mid-size figure. While at 
the start of the movie she 
resents her ogre-side, she 
learns to accept herself as 
is. She also finds someone 
who loves her for more than 
her outward presentation. The 
positive ending, where Fiona embraces her true, 
mid-size self, and finds success in her love life 
and goals leaves a lasting impression on other 
young girls. Mid-size body types, or any body type 
that does not fit the typical model-shape, are not 
often showcased in the media; seeing positive 
representation of this variation can help younger 
girls accept their body type or, at the very least, 
find body-neutrality. 

Through the use of fairytale characters, the first 
Shrek movie alludes to the idea of colonization and 
displacement of people from their homelands. Just 
as Lord Farquaad forces the fairytale characters 
to leave his kingdom and look for other places to 
live, European countries colonized and displaced 
thousands of African and South Americans. Addi-
tionally, the displacement of Native Americans 
allowed the creation of the United States; Indig-

Davidson recounts iconic Tyler, the Creator Concert 
by Cara Davidson
Center Editor

Friday, Apr. 1. The best day of my life. On 
Apr. 1, two friends and I made our way down 
to the Oakland Arena to see perhaps one of the 
best performers known to humankind, Tyler 
Okonma, Tyler Baudelaire, or most commonly 
known as Tyler, the Creator, who gave his all 
during the Oakland stop on his Call Me if You 
Get Lost Tour. 

Giving the fans a fancy little appetizer 
(very on brand), Tyler started with three 
separate openers: Teezo Touchdown, 
Vince Staples, and Kali Uchis. 
This also happens to be 
the order in which 
I enjoyed them 
from least to most. 
Teezo Touchdown 
was definitely an 
interesting one; 
I have no com-
ments about him. 
Just interesting. 
Vince Staples was 
mid; I’m not really 
into that type of 
music, but I can 
understand liking 
him if you’re really 
into that. Ms. Kali 
Uchis, on the other 
hand, is a wonder-
ful woman and she 
needs to go on her own tour. Her performance 
was enticing and beautiful, and her backup 
dancers slayed. “After the Storm” and “Dead 
to Me” live was a truly life changing experi-
ence and I don’t think I’ll ever be the same. 

My one complaint is that both Uchis and 
Tyler sang songs that they normally duet with 
each other, yet they didn’t actually perform 
them WITH each other. Lame. Seeing both 
Uchis and Tyler perform “After the Storm” and 
“See You Again” live would have changed my 
life, but I guess better luck next time. 

Wait, I lied. TWO COMPLAINTS. Tyler. WHY 
didn’t you come on until 10:00 pm. I guess good 
things come to those who wait, but good god man. 
Honestly the anticipation added to Tyler’s concert, 
but sweet Jesus was he late. 

Moving on from that, Tyler’s performance was 
spectacular. He made his grand entrance by emerg-
ing through a hole in the floor in a mint green Rolls 
Royce singing “Sir Baudelaire.” I contend that Tyler 
the Creator sounds the same, if not better, live. Ten 
out of ten concert. After he shook the hand of the 
chauffeur, a screen came up with the album words 
“Call Me if You Get Lost” over an image of a mint 

green mansion. Slowly, the screen lifted to 
reveal the same house, in the flesh. 
As Tyler progressed through his 
set singing various “Call Me if You 
Get Lost” songs (such as “Hot 
Wind Blows,” “Lemonhead,” and 
“Massa”) he ran around the 
stage, up the steps of the man-
sion, into the mansion, and 
onto the balcony. Eventually, 
he began singing “Wusyaname” 
and a boat appeared from the 
stage front, which he rode to an 
island in the middle of the pit of 
people. Then, as if on a stranded 
island, Tyler sang “Boredom” 
(a fan favorite!) as hypotheti-
cal tropical island winds blew 
at him. 
During his stay on the tropical 

and grassy island in the middle of 
the floor, Tyler sang a variety of popular songs such 
as “See You Again,” “IFHY,” “She,” and “Yonker.” 
He then rode the boat back to the main stage 
while singing “I Thought You Wanted To Dance.” 
He proceeded to sing five more songs and closed 
out the show. Tyler doesn’t do an encore because 
he’s honestly just too good for that. 

And that’s it folks! The Tyler, the Creator con-
cert. I am unable to capture its essence in a mere 
2,500 character article, so all I can do is recommend 
you get tickets to his next show. Don’t get the merch 
though, it was 100 dollars for a hoodie. 

El Gato Recommends: As it Was, Bridgerton, and moreEl Gato Recommends: As it Was, Bridgerton, and more
Hold on to your hats, ladies and gentlemen! The new season of hit series 

Bridgerton came out on Mar. 25, and that means that once again, it is time 
to relax on the couch, kick up your feet, and allow the latest episodes 
to transport you into England’s Regency Era. While this season 
still showcases all of your original favorites, the main 
plot now surrounds the eldest brother of the Bridgerton 
family, Anthony, and his desire to find a wife. If the first 
season wasn’t already filled to the brim with chemistry 
and hidden feelings, this new season is overflowing with 
the best parts of an enemies-to-lovers trope. There’s no 
doubt you will be swept up in the daily promenades, 
forbidden love, and of course, Lady Whistledown’s 
gossip column as the season progresses.
- Sarah Gouldrup, People Editor 

If you’re looking for fast laughs, feminism, and fun, 
then the award-winning show The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel 
is for you! Season four premiered on Amazon Prime 
Video on Feb. 18, continuing main character Midge’s 
story and her struggle to succeed in her new career. 
The show centers around Miriam “Midge” Maisel, a 
1960s housewife who derails her life after deciding 
to become a comedian. She experiences triumph and 
failure, but maintains her charisma and confidence. 
The show’s characters are eccentric and always enter-
taining. Not to mention, the cinematography and 

enous Americans endured incredible hardships at 
the hands of early settlers. The Shrek franchise elo-
quently takes a difficult-to-cover topic and portrays 
it in a way that children can understand without 
making the movie explicitly political or didactic.

Shrek himself is an outlet for the writers to 
reinforce the idea that people who may look and 
act differently than others are people too. Shrek’s 
tall stature, green skin, and macaroni ears are hard 
to miss. Naturally, the townsfolk do not take kindly 
to such an ogre. However, Shrek is not insecure in 
the way he looks; rather, he embraces his scariness. 
In fact, the plot of the fourth movie is that Shrek 
makes a deal to get back his scary status. This 

teaches children that they can embrace their 
differences rather than be ashamed 
of them. It demonstrates that, despite 
the reaction of others, you can still 
be confident in yourself and achieve 

happiness. Societal standards are 
not the norm, they are simply a 
preference, and you don’t have to 
fit into that. Though many films 
attempt to cover this topic, none 
do it as subtly, yet as impactfully, 
as Shrek does.

Shrek, Fiona, Donkey, and the 
other fairy tale creatures eventu-

ally get their homes back and find love, portraying 
the idea that individuals from minority groups can 
be successful and get their happy endings. Often-
times the othered characters in a movie, especially 
in animated films, don’t get what they want in the 
end, finding failure instead of success. However, 
this movie demonstrates  that the othered group 
does not always have to lose, that people can find 
success regardless of their minority status. 

When you think of Shrek, you probably do not 
think “revolutionary” or “groundbreaking,” but 
we hope to have convinced you that it clearly is. 
Aside from being a timeless classic with one of the 
best soundtracks of all time, Shrek covers truly 
important, informative topics. It is difficult to get 
children to understand and encode these kinds of 
ideas, but Shrek does so in a way that sticks. It 
deserves all the praise it gets and more.

Screenplay for Sian Heder. Troy Kotsur’s win placed him toe-to-toe with his 
CODA co-star, Marlee Matlin, as the only two deaf actors to win Academy 
Awards for their roles. 

The highly sought after honors of Best Actress and Best Actor were 
taken home by Jessica Chastain for “The Eyes of Tammy Faye” and Will 
Smith for “King Richard,” respectively. Chastain used her acceptance 
speech to bring to light issues within the LGBTQ+ community, taking 
a page from the book of Tammy Faye Bakker, whom Chastain portrayed 
in this film. She stated, “In times like this, I think of Tammy and am 
inspired by her radical acts of love,” and emphasized that we all want to 
be accepted for “who we are and who we love” and “live a life without the 
fear of violence or terror…For any of you out there who do in fact feel 
hopeless or alone, I just want you to know that you are unconditionally 
loved for the uniqueness that is you.” 

Best Actor recipient Will Smith turned heads in a different way, 
walking onto the stage before his win to slap comedian Chris Rock in 

the middle of his presentation for Best Documentary. The incident 
occured after Rock made a joke concerning Smith’s wife Jada 
Smith and her baldness due to a disease called alopecia, which 
causes hair loss. The occurrence shocked viewers, leaving them 

wondering if the incident was scripted or not. Later, when Smith 
accepted his award for his portrayal of Richard Williams, his speech 
centered around the fact that Williams “was a fierce defender of his 
family.” He went on to say, “I know to do what we do, you gotta 
be able to take abuse and have people talk about you. In this busi-
ness, you gotta have people disrespecting you. And you gotta smile 
and pretend that’s ok.” Smith apologized to the Academy, but later 
resigned his membership on Apr. 2, and has now been banned from 
the ceremony for ten years.

Other winners throughout the night included Billie Eilish and 
Finneas for Best Original Song featured in “No Time to Die,” and Best 
Director Award went to Jane Campion for “The Power of the Dog.” 
Disney’s “Encanto” took home the award for Best Animated Feature, 
with Best International Feature Film going to the Japanese drama 
“Drive My Car.” 

The Academy sparked controversy with their choice to not stream 
the Pre-Show award winners. Eight categories: Best Makeup and 
Hairstyling, Best Original Score, Best Animated Short Film, among 
others, missed out on coverage as the Academy chose to stream the 
red carpet interviews and outfits instead. 

acting is top-notch. I highly recommend this show for anyone interested 
in experiencing a unique transportation into the past.
- Alia Arafeh, Opinion Editor 

Mr. Harry Styles released the first single off of his upcoming 
album Harry’s House on Thursday, Mar. 31, entitled “As It Was.” with 
an accompanying music video. The film pictures Styles in a bright 
red ensemble, trying to keep hold of a 

woman in a matching blue outfit, 
whom fans speculate could 

be a reference to his 
former bandmate 

Louis Tomlinson. 
The song’s techno-

pop feel is warm 
and homey. In 

the track’s lyrics, 
Styles sings about 
longing for the past and 
losing ground in a changing 
present, as he shifts through 
his thoughts and eventually breaks 
free. “As It Was” is simultaneously comfort- ing 
and chaotic, with the perfect beat to dance to. The song is absolutely 
flawless, with Styles’ soothing vocals, making it a pleasure to listen to. 
While fans eagerly await Styles’ new album, coming out May 20, they are 

extremely excited to see what other 
new music this era will bring. 
- Sonali Muthukrishnan, Editor- 

in-Chief
A combination of Shakes-

pere, found family, unre-
quited love, and, of course, 
a tragic murder, If We Were 
Villians by M.L. Rio belongs 
at the top of your to-be-
read list. The novel follows 
seven young actors study-
ing theater at a presti-

gious arts college, and while 
seemingly innocent at first, 

the plot quickly turns sinister. 
The narrator — Oliver Marks — talks 

the reader through the start of their senior year 
play as one of the seven, Richard, gradually becomes 

more hostile towards the rest of the group. Unraveling 
a web of animosity, tension, and secrets, you will be 
right there with Detective Colborne questioning what 
is real, and what is simply just an act.
- Sarah Gouldrup, People Editor 
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highly dedicated professional speed walkers to 
get to our destination and back, all within our 
40 minute lunch period.

You will be incredibly shocked when I tell you 
about my new coffee order: an iced vanilla latte. 
Adventurous, I know, but this 12 oz sugary good-
ness is the only thing holding me together as I 
brave my disastrous second semester of sophomore 
year. Something about hearing every barista mis-
pronounce my name as “Birdie” as I go to grab my  

coffee automatically bet-
ters my day. Some 

people go to ther-
apy when they 
have a bad 
day. Me? I go 
to Great Bear. 
One might say 
I participate in 
regularly sched-

uled retail ther-
apy…but for coffee. 

Don’t tell my parents, 
but this week alone, I 

have spent $44.84 at Great 
Bear and Cafe Dio. Please do not 

fret, I can further justify this spending 
by making the point that I am supporting  

local businesses. 
At the end of the school day, I make it back 

to my house. To get ready for crew practice, I 
chug a Celsius energy drink in the car. Thanks to 
my performance-enhancing drink banned by the 
NCAA, I now have an extra 200 mg of caffeine 
and probably thousands of harmful chemicals 
churning around in my body, meaning I am ready 
to work out. Finally, I return home around 7:00 
PM and commence my long night of procrastinated 
homework. If I am being honest, I sometimes 
have another Celsius to let my body know that it 
may be 1:00 AM, but I still have homework to do. 

Great Bear Coffee and Cafe Dio carry sleep-de-
prived Los Gatos High School students on their 
backs, and for that, they deserve every cent I have 
to give. But, let me let you in on a little secret: I 
don’t even think caffeine affects me that much. 
I am 90 percent sure I am just a victim of a very 
expensive placebo effect. 

experience. I know my right shoulder would really appreciate some 
help, but as soon as I drape the second strap over my left shoulder, I 
feel like I should be shunned by the public. It is such a weirdly gross 

feeling thing to do. This discomfort is elevated when I not only 
put both backpack straps on, but then run with a backpack 

on. I think we can all picture the bouncing up and 
down, the fact that the straps are unleveled becom-

ing super apparent, and the whole combination 
of things somehow also making your pants sag. 
Overall very bad.

Ok but even though I just spent a whole 
article explaining why you should be embarrassed, 

you definitely should not be embarrassed about 
anything. Literally nothing matters and you won’t be 

seeing most of these people ever again. Just do what makes you 
happy!  Maybe avoid carrying a lunchbox though.

Humor
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by Bridie Beamish 
Media Production Editor

This article serves as my formal declaration of 
love for Cafe Dio, Great Bear Coffee, and the inven-
tors of the Celsius energy drink. As an athlete, a 
student with severe perfectionism, and an individual 
who often finds herself running on five hours of 
sleep, caffeine has become my 
new best friend. 

It is no secret that 
I often get very 
little sleep. The 
usual culprits? AP 
Euro and Honors 
English. Whether 
I am cramming for 
a test, taking 20 
pages of notes, or 
writing an essay in 
one sitting, I am up 
into the darkest hours 
of the night. 

I have made my lack 
of sleep a personality trait, 
because I cannot help but 
laugh at my misery. Therefore, 
I am justifying my expensive 
obsession with my studious com-
mitment to academics. So let me 
give you a rundown of the caffeine I consume daily. 

It starts at 11:55 AM or 12:25 PM. Depending 
on the school schedule, I have either just gotten 
out of chemistry or math. I am not a woman in 
STEM, so these classes are particularly exhausting. 
I immediately grab my phone to send my friends a 
quick “coffee?” text. Fellow sleep-deprived students 
themselves, they almost always say yes. 

I used to rely on Cafe Dio’s mochas to get me 
through the miserable last period of the school 
day (yes, I am aware that mochas are essentially 
99 percent hot chocolate and one percent coffee, 
and no, I do not care, and I will continue to drink 
my drink made for children). However, I have now 
decided that this chocolate to coffee ratio simply 
does not cut it as the weather warms up. So, my 
friends and I have begun making the trek over to 
our beloved Los Gatos staple, the Great Bear Coffee 
Shop. As unlicensed sophomores, we have become 

by Elena Rexach
Public Relations Manager

I think it’s natural to change interests over 
time; everyone does it. Very few people stick 
to their original childhood career goals, and of 
course we all have phases. Obviously, that kid 
who wanted to be Mickey Mouse in kindergar-
ten isn’t consulting his college counselor on 
how to hack college admissions to achieve his 
fursona dreams. However, in the past years I’ve 
begun to notice an interesting trend in 
my own obsessions, which 
seemingly deviates from 
the regular patterns  
of interest. 

S e e,  eve r y  f ew 
months or so, I pick a 
new thing to learn as 
much as possible about 
and base my entire future 
around. I will spend a 
good portion of my waking 
hours Googling various 
facts and plans, recre-
ating my personality 
around said inter-
est, and readying to 
completely change 
my life direction. 
Unfortunately, how-
ever, Rome wasn’t built in a 
day, or a month, even; neither, it seems, is my  
entire future. 

Of course, now you’re probably wondering how 
this manifests in my life, and I’d like to exemplify 
my issue by sharing one of the most ridiculous 
fixations I’ve had — protein pancakes. Flashback 
to March of 2021, when I began to somewhat 
enjoy exercise. I had seen my favorite health 
influencer — who will remain unnamed as I now 
find her content to be contrived and hypocritical 
— campaigning protein pancakes as a delicious 
and reliable breakfast. Swayable plebeian that I 
am, I purchased a box of protein pancake mix 
from Trader Joe’s as soon as I saw it. Perhaps 
anyone else would have casually consumed it 
for breakfast a few times a week. I, however, 

Beamish is addicted to caffeine Rexach details her obsessions

by Alia Arafeh 
Opinion Editor

As a second semester senior, I really could not care less about 
how people perceive me. I am about to leave and get a fresh 
start, and probably forget most of you exist. That being said, 
my dear friend and supreme overlord, Editor-in-Chief Sonali  
Muthukrishnan pointed out something that does make most 
people, including myself, incredibly self-conscious: carrying around 
a lunchbox. Now, I cannot explain why this is SO embarrassing — 
maybe it’s the elementary school vibes mixed with the meal-prep-
ping millennial vibes mixed with the “at least my mom thinks I’m 
pretty” vibes — but carrying a lunchbox is excruciating and I will 
avoid it at all costs. After highlighting the embarrassment of 
carrying around a lunchbox, I realized there are many other 
embarrassing things that have no reason to be embarrassing. 

Another thing I find incredibly awkward is stopping to 
tie my shoelaces. I almost always stop in the middle of 
the walkway without meaning to, with people looking 
at me intensely judgmentally, probably critiquing 
me on my decision to use the loop method rather 
than the bunny ear method. I also feel a general 
sense of shame around not having tied my shoes 
well enough the first time. Like, come on, Alia, get 
it together. Do a double knot.

Carrying around an umbrella or wearing any type 
of rain gear — jackets, boots, gloves — even when it’s 
pouring outside is weirdly also super embarassing. Maybe 

Arafeh explains the most embarassing things to exist

took this as an opportunity to create a personal 
brand around this single type of protein pancake, 
posting them to my Snapchat story daily. I tried 
nearly every variation of cooking the pancakes 
that I could think of: adding chocolate chips, 
making mini pancakes, making one very large 
pancake, and making pancake covered banana 
slices. I then went on to buy and compare 
various other protein pancake brands. I found 
homemade protein pancake recipes. I ate (and 

posted about) these protein pancakes 
for breakfast nearly every 

day. I decided that I would 
be known as the protein 
pancake girl and I would 
eat these every day for 
the rest of my life. I looked 
into buying one of those 
mini pancake makers, 
and theorized about how 
easily I could make them  
in college. 

My protein pancake 
obsession contin-

ued through May. 
Though I am not 
sure exactly why 
my love fizzled, 

I can confidently 
proclaim that these 

pancakes were not nearly as 
good as I thought they were. I never 

bought that mini pancake-maker and I think the 
same box of mix has been sitting in the pantry 
for the past seven months now.

While all of this frenzy leads to incremental 
identity crises and I struggle to differentiate 
genuine passions from “flavors of the week,” 
I’m grateful to gather knowledge on varieties 
of topics. Whether it be beanies, colleges for 
sociology, the Russian ice skating industry, 
My Little Pony: A New Generation, Model UN, 
scrambled tofu, the town of Eugene in Oregon, 
NFT’s, or hamster care, I can guarantee I know 
a few things you don’t. What lies in my future, 
I don’t know. I do know, though, that such a 
path will twist a million times before I reach it.

it’s because I’m from California and I refuse to acknowledge the existence 
of rain, or because I am a rebellious teenager and I don’t want 
to listen to my mom when she tells me to put a jacket 
on, but I rarely put on a rain jacket, simply to avoid  
the embarrassment. 

Emily Duvall, our very own humor editor, 
brought up a good contender for embar-
rassing things that are not actually 
embarrassing: tying a jacket around 
your waist. This is yet another reason I 
go out in the cold or rain with nothing 
on, or keep my jacket on and suffocate from 
the heat. Tying it around my waist makes me 
feel like a five year old. It sags my pants, and it 
constantly slips down anyway. The alternative to this is car-
rying the jacket around, which is just uncomfortable, or tying it 
around my neck, and I feel like 
I don’t even need to explain 
why I avoid the latter. I am 
not in a fraternity. My name is  
not Chad.

The last thing on this list 
is probably the most normal 
behavior that is just so unex-

plainably icky, but wearing both 
backpack straps or running with both 

backpack straps on is such a painful 
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each night alongside a systematic nap every day 
and I’m still utterly exhausted. How on planet 
earth am I going to wake up every morning at 
the crack of dawn, spend three hours in the pool, 
and then take a full day of classes, and not just 
classes, but like full-blown lecture hall classes 
or big-time labs?
     On top of all of this, I’m gonna be living with 
roommates??? I already have a plan to room 
with two of my teammates, but the more I think 
about it, how the hell am I gonna exist alongside 
two other people? I’m a social person, but once 
my social battery runs out, I physically cannot 
interact with other people. I get in my bed and 
I’m dead to the world. Also, I have to pee at least 

once a night. What happens when I start 
accidentally waking up my roommates 

a t  u n g o d l y 
hours, simply 
because I can’t 
remember to 

stop drinking water 
at like nine PM. 
     On the topic 
of  bathrooms,  I 
am te r r i f i ed  of 
frat bathrooms. If 
I’m worried about 
living on my own and 
taking care of myself, 

what do we expect 
would happen when y o u shove 25 frat guys 
in one house and expect them to fend for 
themselves? Who do you think is gonna clean 
their bathrooms? No one. Those bathrooms have 
got to be the vilest, repulsive, stomach-churning 
space I will ever come across. 
     Anyways, as I mentioned earlier, these are 
irrational fears. Many times I’ve voiced my 
concerns about the whole peeing in the middle 
of the night and I’ve been met with no sympathy 
from fellow college-bound El Gatan Jackie King. 
“It’s not a big deal,” she says, “You’ll be fine,” she 
says. So fear not, class of 2022, we will 
survive, hopefully.
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Morley hates the bathroom socials
by Emmy Morley
Media Editor
    There are very few things I treasure as 
much as my walk to the bathroom in the 
middle of any given class. It’s a few precious 
moments of me-time on my way to pee-time. Once 
I’m in the bathroom? Things change. Ever since 
we all returned from distance learning, it seems 
some of y’all have forgotten bathroom etiquette. 
Lemme help you brush up.
     There is nothing that makes me want to stomp 
my little legs more than when I enter the bathroom, 
and I see four people occupying the large stall.First 
and foremost, please do not sit on the ground. I 
know the underclassmen haven’t spent much time 
at this school, but I can assure you that if there’s 
one thing you should know, it’s that you can never 
be sure what’s gone down in the bathrooms. Remember 
your biology E-coli lab? Yeah, same deal. 
      Second, while you people are spilling absolutely 
unhinged drama about your mutual friends in the stall next 
to me, I am fighting for my life. Why? So glad you asked, 
dear reader. I suffer from an affliction commonly referred 

to as “pee-shyness.” If there is a single soul 
in my orbit whilst I try to do my business, 

it will not occur. My body would rather 
give me a  UTI instead of allow me to pee 
in the presence of another individual. 
This is a problem when I am literally two 
feet from fifteen 

random sophomores 
with a borderline 

embarrassing nicotine 
addiction. For a follow 
up on the nicotine 

addicts, see my article 
from 2019.
     Worse than the 
“sitting in the big 
stall” people? The group 

that just…stands in 
front of the mirrors. 

Why? Why must you judge 
me as I walk in the bathroom 
like I’m a six year old who 
doesn’t have the password to 

Holland is scared of college Torrey’s Dog is not Loved

Hein judges april fools' pranks  
by Marissa Hein
Graphics Editor 
      April contains one of the most cursed holidays of the year: 
April Fools’ Day. Every year, millions of people conduct 
pranks that, in all honesty, are usually sub-par and 
half-hearted. My main issue with April Fools’ 
Day is that, although it is an opportunity for 
people to demonstrate their creativity, most 
just end up making a sad attempt at a cliche 
prank. To be frank, I’m sick and tired of the same 
practical jokes being fleshed out every year. So, 
without further ado, here are my opinions on some 
of the most overused April Fools’ pranks.
     Cling Wrap on the Toilet Seat: I hate you. There 
are so many pranks out there, and you chose this? Please, 
enlighten me. What do you find so funny about this practical 
joke? In my humble (but correct) opinion, it is not only pointless, but 
also disgusting, messy, and just all around lame. If you feel an extreme 
need to incorporate cling wrap into your April Fools’ Day endeavors, I 
suggest you try wrapping it around a doorway or window instead, but 
please keep it away from the bathroom.
     Swapping Out Food: It’s a good joke. A great joke, even. Swapping 
out sugar for salt or yogurt for sour cream is a classic prank that is 

sure to provide you with hilarious results. This is one of the few overused 
pranks that I have absolutely no beef with (food pun intended). My 
only concern is that I would personally forget that I swapped out the 

food and therefore would have the prank backfire in my face.
     Fake Tattoo: I tend to find that this prank is usually 
conducted by those who are still under the legal age for 

a tattoo, therefore making it pretty pointless 
and unconvincing. It’s fun, there’s no doubt 
about that. However, do not expect anyone 
to actually believe that you, a minor, just 

happened to get a tattoo 
and chose to show 

it off for the first 
time on Apr. 1.
     Twin Switcharoo: I’m 
not going to lie, this prank is a 

cheap shot. It’s pretty obvious, 
and if I see a pair of twins on April 

Fools’ Day there’s a good chance I’ll 
already be suspicious they switched. 
As someone who grew up watching 
Disney Channel’s Liv and Maddie, the 

old “twin switcharoo” is not exactly a 

new and novel idea. However, I can’t 
blame you for partaking 

in it. If you’re a twin, 
you might as well 
t a ke  ad vant age 
of your bui lt  in 
clone and pull off 
this unoriginal, yet 

timelessly funny, prank.
     Falling Water Bucket: I have 

mixed feelings about this one. As someone 
who watched their fair share of Nickelodeon as a 

child, I am well aware of the comedy that comes with 
watching a bucket of liquid fall on someone’s head. It’s 

usually unexpected and worth the effort. However, I will say that 
this prank is by no means perfect. You only have one shot for this to 
go right and, on a more practical note, it is so messy. Is it actually 
funny enough to be worth the time and effort that go into setting 
and cleaning it up?
     Not Doing a Prank and Gaslighting People into Thinking You 
Are: Now this…this is genius. This is creative. This is innovation at 
its finest. I firmly believe we should normalize gaslighting people, 
especially on April Fools’ Day.

your stupid little clubhouse? I need to pee like a racehorse and I really 
don’t care about you or your vape. I can literally feel your beady little 
underclassman eyes judging my outfit. It’s a lot of sass from a group of 
people who need to get their parental units to drop them off at Starbucks. 
Get a license before you try to scrap with the fake ginger. The worse part 
is, when I saunter on over to wash my hands, YOU PEOPLE DON’T MOVE. It 

gets to the point where I must apologize for using a 
sink for its intended purpose.
     There are plenty of places to hang out on 
campus. Due to the fact you seem to enjoy 
the most uncomfortable meeting place in the 
public education system, you might consider 
trying to chat within a dumpster. Or, try the 
compost pile in the garden. In all likelihood, 
the dumpster is a more sanitary place than 

the bathroom under the library. The lesson 
here, my underclassman friends, is that 

the bathroom is for bathrooming, 
not for bonding. If it’s really that 
important of a topic to discuss, be like 

the rest of us and talk about it out in 
the open at a volume that is borderline 
obnoxious. 

by Lucy Holland
Editor-in-Chief
      I have been ready to go to college since 
I was 11 years old. The All-West Lacrosse UC 
Santa Cruz overnight camp in seventh grade 
really drove home the idea that Lucy Holland 
was ready to be on her own, but now that I’m 
applying for housing and compiling a way-
too-long packing list, my irrational fears are 
getting the best of me. 
     Now, I’m a pretty independent person; 
divorced parents and inconvenient practice 
schedules have taught me how to fend for 
myself when it comes to the grocery store. Still, 
how am I not only supposed to preemptively 
plan out my meals, but remember to eat?? If 
it weren’t for my mom making my dinner (or 
more specifically 
l e a v i n g  m e 
leftovers when I 
come home at like 
nine PM after water 
polo) I would simply 
not remember that I 
had to make food. 
I ’d  be  hungr i ly 
e x a m i n i n g  my 
f r i dge  w i thou t 
a thought in the 
world of what I 
should put together 
to actually make a meal. In college, I either 
have to go to a MEAL HALL (and get a friend 
to go with me because venturing across campus 
and sitting down alone sounds like a nightmare 
for me) for all my food, or somehow prepare 
dorm food to accommodate my inevitable 
horrendous schedule that comes with playing 
a D1 sport and studying in a STEM field.
     Let’s get into that idea now. I am willingly 
majoring in Biology while balancing something 
like four hours of practice and weights a day. 
I’ve gotta be a masochist, because who in 
their right mind thinks that’s a good idea?? 
Currently, I get a LEAST eight hours of sleep 

by Senji Torrey
Public Relations Manager
     My dog, Kuma, is unpopular. I know what 
you are probably thinking: “Oh, not all dogs 
are great at playing with each other, so maybe 
she just needs to learn to play better.” Shut 
up. No. Well, actually, that is one problem, but 
the bigger issue is the way she carries herself. 
The best way to describe her walk is a 10-year 
old on low-level, yet highly effective, cocaine.
A lot of other dogs are seemingly on one 
stimulant or another, so why is 
my dog such an outcast? Well, 
in comes her tendency to 
jump. Most likely a 
byproduct of her 
other unfortunate 
habit  of  eat ing 
anything on the road 
— some of which 
looks suspiciously like 
snow…in 80 degree 
heat — my dog, LOVES 
to pounce on anything that 
moves. This includes (but is 
not limited to) strangers, fire, 
and, of course, other dogs. 
     One time sticks out when 
she jumped onto the back 
of a full-sized 
G e r m a n 
shephe rd 
for maybe, 
maaaybe, two seconds before 
being rocked off. This dog, unable to get 
over the fact that such a lowly dog had just 
tried to dominate it, went straight to the 
source and jumped on me. How does that 
happen?! I wasn’t even close to Kuma. In fact, 
I was on the other side of the dog park. This 
German lad had to trot all the way across the 
field, past both my mom and brother, just to 
pay retribution for something I didn’t even do!
     To be totally honest, I am a bit glad when 
these types of situations happen. At least I 
can pinpoint why she is so despised. But what 
about that one time she took a hiatus on road 

snow? When she was calm and just vibing? Well, she’s 
spurned then too. 
     Most recently, on a walk on the beach, Kuma met 
up with a fellow Doberman, who, upon seeing my dog, 
transitioned from energetic to dazed, as if pretending 
to be sleepy and “out-of-it” would get him out of any 
interaction with Kuma. As my dog approached him, she 
wagged her tail and politely sniffed “around,” before 
attempting to play a bit. This dog gave me a look of just 

pure irritation and indignation, 
and I swore he helplessly 

whispered “stop.” 
To  be  fa i r,  maybe 

this dog was just 
tired of playing 
f o r  s o  m a ny 
hours.  That ’s 
fine with me. 
What I couldn’t 

overlook, however, 
came a few minutes 

later when the very 
same Doberman that had 

barely moved when within 
social distance of my dog, began 
frolicking about and playing 

with another dog that 
looked EXACTLY like 

mine. Same color, 

height, breed, 
vibe. The betrayal I felt 
could be described by the 
famous saying “Fool me 
once, shame on you. Fool 
me twice, shame on me.” 
Shame on you dog, shame 
on you.
     I thought that that dog was the only one the doberman 
would want to play with. Turns out, it was the exact 
opposite. My dog was the only one he, nor any other 
dog on that beach, didn’t want to play with. Excuse me, 
get anywhere near. 
     Shame on me. Shame. On. Me. 
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really experience anywhere else in the world.” Although 
he conceded that there isn’t “one defining moment” of his 
high school career, Adhya reflected that the maturation 
in social confidence he’s experienced since the first day 
of high school is one of his proudest accomplishments.

“When I was a freshman, I was really, really shy…
in middle school, that was something I desperately 
wanted to change about myself,” he recalled. Adhya then 
expressed gratitude for the groups that helped catalyze 
such a change, stating that his “high school experiences 
— especially some of the stuff I’ve done with speech and 
debate, and drama, and even the tennis team — they’ve 
made me a more outgoing, confident person…I feel like 
now, even if you place me in a new, difficult situation, I’ll 
be able to handle it pretty well.”

In reflecting on his accomplishments, Adhya recognized 
that he “put a lot of pressure on myself to do my best and 
perform really well…but I think that’s counterintuitive.” 
As he graduates to higher education and moves into more 
specialized fields, Adhya noted advice for those entering 
his current position: “Just be relaxed. Don’t fret too much, 
don’t think too hard — just go for it. Whatever happens, 
if it’s great, that’s great; if not, it’s a learning experience.”

prepare for your speech,” Kerebel clarified. Con-
gress debate is a replication of the US Congress, 
where contestants write and pass bills. Kerebel 
reflected, “it’s been a really good season!” She’s 
gone undefeated in her last three tournaments 
and will be one of the first Los Gatos High 
School students to go onto the State Congress 
competition. “I’m really excited and nervous, 

but I’m really looking forward to it,” 
Kerebel added. 

When asked what inspired 
her to join speech and debate, 

Kerebel said “I love debate 
and talking.” Kerebel plans 
to become a political scien-
tist when she grows older, 
“and eventually a political 
science professor, but abso-

lutely not a politician,” for the 
fear of receiving death threats. 

Nonetheless, Kerebel still wants to 
tackle topics that the politicians she looks 

up to do. She added, “I want to bring awareness 
to sexism, so I run a website called Sexism in 
Silicon Valley. It’s for Multimedia Journalism 
and I investigate the roots of sexism in Silicon 
Valley.” Kerebel particularly enjoys developing 
her website because she gets to interview and 
interact with the public. “The other day I inter-
viewed some girls at the library about sexism 
they’ve experienced in Los Gatos.” 

Kerebel has certainly been making the most 
of her time at LGHS, flying through the ranks of 
the debate team and settling into her new home. 

“using coding in applications where it’s actually helping 
people,” referring to a project from two years ago where 
he worked with a Python robot to translate Morse code 
input. He explored this in Advanced Science Research last 
year, too, with a project that attempted to “predict wildfire 
spread based on weather trends in highly-populated areas,” 
inspiring him to “leverage coding and more specifically 
AI” for social and community good. This fall, Adhya will 
move to his sixth home at the University of Michigan-Ann 
Arbor to pursue an education in coding morality and  
robotics engineering.

Beyond his technological aspirations, Adhya’s altruistic 
spirit persists in other organizational efforts. He holds a 
position with the Board of Forest Administration (BOFA), 
in which he helped to spearhead creek cleanups and envi-
ronmental conservation for community betterment. “We 
just be good citizens,” Adhya said, “you know, stand-up 
models for all the kids out there, just being an inspiration 
for the world.”

Of his past and previous residences — including his 
birthplace of Atlanta, as well as stints in New Delhi, 
Bangalore, and Cupertino — Adhya noted that Los Gatos 
“provided a sense of normalcy that I haven’t been able to 

• Adhya studies  
   automation and AI
• Rao explores robotics 
   and personal projects

Adhya unites the LG community through  clubs

by Angela Sheu
People Editor

A vital part of countless different school activities, junior Leah 
Freeman brings her determination and diligence to everything 
she does.

Freeman has always enjoyed playing music with others  
because she “really [loves] the community…and the sense of  
all working together for something that’s bigger than your-
self.” Freeman began playing the flute in sixth grade and the  
piccolo a year later. She has been the LGHS Marching Band  
flute section leader for two years, a responsibility that includes 
reaching out to freshmen and helping them get adjusted to  
high school and band. Her years in band have allowed her  
to improve technically at her instruments, but she feels that  
her growth in working with others stands out the most.  

by Esha Bagora
Humor Editor

A force of nature in the debate room, sophomore 
Alix Kerebel is a master of public speaking at Los 
Gatos High School. This year has been Kerebel’s first 
year both at LGHS and on the debate team.

Kerebel moved from Chicago over the summer 
and had lived in France before then. “I was born 
in France and I lived there until I was four; 
then we moved to Chicago. My parents 
still make me and my siblings speak 
French at home because they don’t 
want us to lose it.” Because of 
this mandate, Kerebel is a fluent 
French speaker and also enjoys 
maintaining French traditions, 
“especially during Christmas, 
[her] family makes ratatouille 
and shoux to celebrate.”

However, Kerebel prefers living in 
Los Gatos over Chicago. She explained, 
“I love the weather and the nature here. I 
don’t think people who’ve lived here their whole 
lives realize how insane it is to have everything 
here. In Chicago, in the midwest, there’s nothing. 
But here, you could ”go hiking, surfing, go to San 
Francisco, and it’s just really pretty in Los Gatos.” 

Kerebel’s favorite thing about Los Gatos is defi-
nitely the LGHS debate team. Kerebel loves politics, 
particularly so after her seventh grade US history 
class. She does parliamentary and Congress-style 
debating. “Parly” is a “two-on-two debate, but 
you don’t get your topic until 20 minutes before 
your round and then you have those 20 minutes to 
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by Trent Bartlett
National/World Editor

You might find him shooting hoops in the 
local gym or studying for his numerous advanced 
classes, but wherever he is, freshman Brendan 
Moore is a rising student with a promising future. 

helped bring the team 14 wins while playing in every 
game. Moore also plays club basketball for Team Splash 
Lab and has played the sport since second grade. 

His ability to play basketball at a high level drives 
him to want to play collegiate basketball and take 
after both of his siblings, who are both planning to 
attend Dartmouth College for tennis and academics. 
With siblings with such outstanding achievements, 
Moore said, “it’s helpful to have someone to look up 
to.” He added, “having my siblings around has been 
a huge help to me.” With summer fast approaching, 
Moore plans on spending as much time with his 
siblings as possible, including his older brother who 
is off to college next year. Moore has a busy summer 
schedule with club basketball and spending time with 
family, but he is looking forward to it and anxiously 
awaits sophomore year.

Outside of school, Moore has a profound interest in 
sports and has recently been following the incredibly 
entertaining March Madness along with the NBA. 
However, his interest goes further than that. Moore 
has family from Wisconsin and is an adamant Packers 
and University of Wisconsin fan.

As for his future, Moore is currently working hard 
to keep his grades up and follow in his parents’ and 
siblings’ footsteps. With his sophomore year coming 
up, he plans on continuing his accelerated classes with 
the classes of Honors English, Chemistry, Spanish 3, AP 
European History, Algebra 2 Accelerated, and El Gato. 

Whether you see Moore in the class studying, 
playing basketball for LGHS or Splash Lab, or watching 
numerous different sporting events with great intent, 
be sure to say hi to this fantastic freshman who will 
continue to take LGHS by storm.

Freeman recalled, “when I first started I was…more shy and it was 
harder for me to talk to people. Marching band is just a space where 
you can feel comfortable with others.”

Freeman’s experiences with growth and community also carry 
over into her participation in robotics. She joined the LGHS team 
during her freshman year because the ideas of robots and working 
with others interested her. She reflected that although she didn’t 
have a lot of experience beforehand, she has learned skills across 
a variety of areas, including design, manufacturing, and electrical 
systems. Remote learning particularly impacted robotics because 
the team could no longer meet to construct a robot together. 
Nonetheless, Freeman had great experiences in the class’s two 
unofficial hackathons. Her first team constructed a robot designed 
to climb up stairs, and her second team constructed a robot to raise, 
transport, and stack blocks. She recalled that “when all my team 
was virtual, I brought home a humongous can of materials and…
assembled our robot mainly by myself. It was fun.” This year, the 
team returned to in-person meetings, and Freeman has helped 
design and build the robot for the 2022 season. The team has not 
yet finished their competitions, but Freeman stated that so far, 
“we’ve been doing pretty well.”

Freeman also participates in Mock Trial at LGHS. Every year, 
teams throughout the state receive information about a case, 
including what the trial is about, who is being tried, and different 
witnesses who are a part of it. Getting to know the case itself is 
one of Freeman’s favorite parts of Mock Trial because it is always 
“interesting and unique” to her, like the case last season about a 
man killed by a rattlesnake in his mailbox. As a witness, Freeman 

Freeman explores countless lG activites

by Sophie Sullivan
Editor-in-Chief

Despite this being the fifth city he’s lived in, senior 
Angshu Adhya has made a lasting impression on Los 
Gatos in just under four years. Having helped pioneer 
engagement with coding on-campus, made a racket on 
the tennis courts, and thought critically with the speech 
and debate club, Adhya has forged a community with the 
friendships he’s made along the way.

While he splits his time across a number of organi-
zations, Adhya has considerably impacted the program-
ming and logic-based spheres on campus. He started the 
coding club as a sophomore with LGHS alum Jaewon 
Lee, intending to curate an “environment where coders 
at our school could get together and work on projects, 
and learn new coding skills and about computer science.” 
Since its inception, the club has maintained consis-
tent attendance of 15-20 members and hosts periodic  
programming competitions.

Adhya plans on using his background in machine 
learning and artificial intelligence (AI) to continue his 
fascination with “automated stuff…like word processors” 
and “the ethical side of AI.” He also wants to continue 

Kerebel flourishes in Speech & Debate Moore prepares for summer 

courtesy A. Adhyacourtesy A. Adhya

While Moore has a long high school career 
ahead, his accolades are already astonishing, 
including taking four accelerated classes. Those 
classes include Spanish 2, Honors English and 
Biology, and Geometry. However, he says his 
favorite class has to be Multimedia Journalism 
because it sparked his interest in sports jour-
nalism, which he plans to pursue in the future. 
Moore will join the El Gato staff next fall, and 
said, “I’m really excited about [El Gato], I think 
that I am prepared.” 

Moore may be a star in the classroom, but 
we should not overlook his athletic ability. As 
a starter on the freshman basketball team, he 
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enjoys bringing her character to life while integrating evidence 
that helps her side. She recalled that, “this year I got to cry [as 
part of my performance] which was a really fun experience.” On the  
whole, she found the competitions “very rewarding” after seeing 
“the whole trial and how hard everybody worked to make a  
compelling case.”

In her free time, Freeman tutors other students, which she 
enjoys because “it feels really good…to bring students a better 
understanding of something they’re struggling with. She also does 
sports medicine training at LGHS. Working with injured athletes 
has allowed her to learn about different muscles, ligaments, and 
parts of the body.A. SheuA. Sheu
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by Ella Marrufo
National/World Editor

There are many words one could use to describe 
Los Gatos High School senior Maybel Sinsigalli, 
such as outgoing, witty, and dynamic, but one 
aspect of her exuberant personality that always 
seems to define Sinsigalli is her passion for animals 
— specifically, horses. A successful equestrian, avid 
writer, and generally loveable person, she will be 
sorely missed as her time to graduate arrives soon. 

Sinsigalli’s equestrian career had a humble 
start, beginning mostly by riding her neighbors’ 
ponies. She admits the activity was “mostly just 
competitive” for her, saying she wanted to beat 
her friends more than anything. She credits her 
introduction to horses to her mother Else, who 
always grew up with nature and animals around her. 
Eventually, the sport took on less of a competitive 
aspect as her love for horses grew, and she joined 
a barn and trainer in the Santa Cruz Mountains 
in order to begin a journey of more serious riding 
and competition. 

In this new barn, Sinsigalli explained, “[I] 
started to figure out how my muscles worked in 
relation to the horse, and kind of started to under-
stand how this sport works.” Though this location 
helped tremendously in learning the basics of the 
sport and establishing a solid foundation, Sinsigalli 
soon found herself disillusioned as she realized she 
was no longer riding because she loved the sport 
and the animals, but more to please her trainer 
and others around her. Sinsigalli reflected, “it’s 
very political in the sense that you have to know 
certain people to be revered; in a way…[It’s] a very 
emotionally charged sport.”

 Due to these reasons, Sinsigalli decided to 
take about a year-and-a-half break from the sport 
just before the start of high school to recharge 
and rediscover the reasons behind why she began 
riding in the first place. After a fellow equestrian 

introduced her to another trainer at a competitive 
hunter/jumper barn in Gilroy, Sinsigalli slowly 
learned to fall in love with the sport again: “I 
realized the reason that I was doing this sport was 
because…I loved being around horses and I loved 
being in the ring with them, not necessarily doing 
it for my trainer.” 

Aside from her talent in horseback riding, Sin-
sigalli also has a knack for writing and journalism, 
saying that in her family, “there is always a lot of 
power behind words,” and that she has “always 
had a love of writing and conversing with people.” 
Though she is not 100 percent certain, Sinsigalli 
is interested in possibly exploring journalism as a 
major when she goes to college. Another hobby she 
enjoys is going to the gym and working out, adding 
that she takes after her family - most of whom are 
very involved in health and fitness. 

On a final note, Sinsigalli added, “you should 
also put that El Gato is outing me as a horse girl 
since I’ve tried to keep it secret all of high school.” 
Los Gatos is sure to miss this fun-loving senior when 
she leaves for college!

by Esha Bagora
Humor Editor

Freshman Addison Sorto is nothing short of dedicated. A quadru-
ple-sport athlete, Sorto is filled with passion, drive, and power. She 
plays field hockey, soccer, and softball for Los Gatos High School while 
also swimming for the Los Gatos Swim and Racquet Club. 

When she entered high school in the fall, Sorto immediately joined 
the field hockey team. She played her first season on the Junior Var-
sity team as a midfielder, right center, and left center. However, she 
explained that her greatest takeaway from the experience was “all 
the friends that I made,” continuing that “the whole team was super 
nice. They’re always there for me and we’ll always be friendly.” Sorto 
mentioned how she loved “the exercise we did. We ran a lot and I made 
a ton of friends on the runs.” 

by Jenna Roselli
Public Relations Manager

Moving regularly throughout his childhood — from Missouri, to 
Mountain View, to Southern California, to Paris, and settling once 
again in the Bay Area in the town of Los Gatos — junior Gavin 
Burtis had to mature faster than the average teenager. While such 
versatile traveling during adolescence can be strenuous for a child, 
Burtis took advantage of the diverse opportunities created by his 
unique situation such as mastering a second language and acting. He 
spent most of his childhood living in Paris, France, from the age of 
8 until 15. After four years, Burtis finally considered himself fluent 
in French when he could successfully hold a conversation and shed 
his American accent. 

Currently, he excels in the highest French course Los Gatos High 
School has to offer, AP French, as a junior. Moving back to America 
in the middle of the pandemic while he was a sophomore proved to 
be just as difficult if not more isolating than moving to France when 
the extent of his French repertoire was limited to “sorry” and “bike.”  

The notorious French perspective of Americans as arrogant and 
disrespectful did not negatively affect Burtis. Fascinated by anything 
that was not French, kids at his new school in France promptly 
befriended the American student. Along with his newfound popu-
larity, the shift in culture and language at a young age lessened the 
effects of the language barrier. Among the many differences between 
France and America, Burtis was glad to leave behind the academic 

culture in France. He attended school for 10 hours each day for five 
days a week with strict teachers following a rigorous grading system 
that did not inspire students to succeed. Despite the austere aspects 
of the French education system, Burtis found joys in other parts of 
French culture and discovered a hidden talent that thrived while 
living in Paris — acting. 

Burt is nav igates both French and American culture 
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Sins iga l l i  conquers hurdlesRao pursues robotics at LGHS
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After the field hockey season, Sorto went on to play soccer for the 
Wildcats as well. She noted that she felt prepared for her freshman 
soccer season because of her childhood “play[ing] rec when [she] was 
younger with [her] dad.” Sorto added, “I’m a midfielder, and I basically 
have an open pass for everyone and I focus on passing up the ball.” 
Just as with field hockey, Sorto thoroughly enjoyed the community 
aspect of being on the JV soccer team. However, the sport closest to 
her heart is softball. 

After finishing the soccer season, Sorto joined the softball team at 
Los Gatos, and has become one of the star players on the Junior Varsity 
team. Sorto explained, “I started playing when I was about six, and I 
didn’t know it was going to take me this far. I’ve also been catching 
for about five years.” Sorto also added, “the main thing I’d say that I, 
as the catcher, need to do is being like a leader on the field, and being 
one of the loudest players, and always supporting my teammates.” Sorto 
also plays as a third baseman, a player that she believes also “needs to 
be a leader, and loud, and has to have a good arm.” When asked why 
she loves the sport so much, Sorto said, “I love the bonds I make with 
all my teammates and when I’m with them I lose my stress. Playing, 
it kind of just relieves my stress.” Talking about her future, she said, 
“I definitely want to play softball in college. I haven’t fully looked 
into majors and programs yet, but I know I want to play softball.” 

Her final and most stress-alleviating sport is swimming. At the 
Los Gatos Swim and Racquet Club, Sorto enjoys swimming the 50-yard 
freestyle, 50 butterfly, and the 200 individual medley. Sorto also loves 
how when she “just gets in the water, I just feel like everything flows 
out of me. 

I have a nice rhythm in the water and that soothes me.” Sorto 
doesn’t swim for the Wildcats, though, since the Swim and Dive season 
coincides with the Softball season. 

When she graduates high school, Sorto hopes to have a career in 
which she can “have something to do with kids. Whether it’s being 
a teacher or a therapist, I want to work with kids.” Currently, Sorto 
works with National Charity League (NCL) in “helping out with little 
kids. I make projects and spend time with them.” 

With four sports and volunteering on her plate, Sorto tries to 
“always stay ahead.” If she could, she’d tell herself at the beginning 
of the school year to “not stress yourself out too much about small 
things.” With her forward-looking attitude, Sorto will most definitely 
be looking at a successful future. 

Sorto demonstrates drive and passion in her sports  

photo courtesy  G. Burtisphoto courtesy  G. Burtis

by Angela Sheu
People Editor

In his classes, activities, and hobbies, sopho-
more Ashir Rao seeks new experiences through 
everything he does. With interests ranging from 
programming and robotics to reading and writing, 
Rao is a capable and versatile learner.

Throughout his first year on the robotics team, 
Rao has already learned a lot. FIRST Robotics Com-
petition (FRC) teams are currently in the midst of 
the competition season, which Rao has enjoyed so 
far. Attending competitions has been his “favorite 
part of robotics because they [have allowed him] to 
really experience everything.” As a whole, he enjoys 
“having something to look forward to at the end of 
the day: doing robotics.”

The team does a variety of different tasks 
to prepare a robot to compete in FRC, but the 
programmers, such as Rao, have a unique set of 
responsibilities, as their work allows the various 
movements and operations of the robot, including 
driving around, shooting balls, and lifting itself 
onto a bar. Additionally, matches begin with a 

15-second autonomous period in which robots 
operate without a driver, so teams must program 
autonomous routines to score points. Rao worked 
with other programmers to create an application 
for scouting, or recording information about other 
robots, which is important because each robot 
plays differently. In FRC competitions, scouting 
helps teams create alliances as the teams play 
together in playoff matches. Rao elaborated, “We 
want to make informed decisions about [match 
strategy] and picking other teams. You need to 
know how other teams play, how they progress 
in the match, and what their capabilities are.”

Rao also programs for fun as he creates per-
sonal projects. Currently, he is working on a project 
that evaluates biases in articles by identifying 
certain words, building off of an MIT dataset of 
most politically charged words in news sources. “I 
decided to combine different tests to assign a bias 
to each buzzword,” Rao explained. “For example, 
with regards to the Black Lives Matter movement, 
the word ‘riot’ has a right-leaning bias.” 

Rao has a variety of additional hobbies, includ-
ing writing, swimming recreationally, and watch-
ing movies. He also began reading the news at a 
young age with his grandfather, which inspired 
him to apply for El Gato. He expressed an excite-
ment to explore and write about diverse topics as 
a future staffer.

In his Multimedia Journalism class this year, 
Rao has worked on many different projects of 
different sizes, including audio projects and 
photo stories. He considers the class to be one of 
his favorites alongside AP Euro, which he enjoys 
because of its interesting topics and unique dis-
cussion format.

Although graduation is still far away for him, 
Rao knows he wants to “do meaningful work. [Even 
if] everyone says that, I want to do something that 
I can wake up every day for and feel good about.”

A company producing voice recordings for language programs 
needed an English speaker without a strong French accent to do 
a voice-over for the English-speaking part of the application. 
Via networking, one voice-recording quickly grew into various 
minor parts in films and television series including The Mountain 
Detective, Bound, Ni Une Ni Deux, and Alex Hugo. Burtis credits 
his acting career mainly to his mother who — operating as his 
manager — successfully secured him several jobs within a week. 
As Burtis continued to navigate the French film industry, he 
especially enjoyed the perks that went along with the hard work. 

“It’s everything you would imagine it to be,” Burtis disclosed 
as he recounted the surreal experience of attending a casting call 
where he was “treated like a god.” Burtis had no acting experience 
prior to his career, so it perplexed him how naturally he adapted 
to his new environment. However, before he grew accustomed to 
random people greeting him, access to bountiful food and drink 
tables, and casually learning his lines while getting ready for set 
in makeup and wardrobe trailers, the industry was stressful and 
overwhelming at a young age. 

Burtis describes the stress of retaining his lines and the pres-
sure to “always be on point” for his first few jobs as a part of the 
learning process. 

Burtis experienced the glamor of acting, but also learned the 
required discipline, responsibility, etiquette, and patience needed 
to remain employed in a competitive industry. Although many 
people encouraged Burtis to evolve his interest for acting into a 
long-term career, he made the decision to no longer pursue acting 
when he moved back to California. Burtis reveres his acting career 
as a unique experience in which he is honored to have participated. 
Applying valuable lessons and qualities developed from acting to 
his current academics and interests, Burtis plays as an offensive 
guard on the Los Gatos High School football team. Although he does 
not plan to pursue acting again in the future, Burtis continues to 
utilize the same maturity and composure he applied to his acting 
career with other unexpected opportunities.    
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by Bridie Beamish and Lucy Sells
Media Production Editors

Over the past month or so, controversy has struck regarding 
transgender swimmer Lia Thomas. Thomas recently took home 
the title of national champion after winning first place at 
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division 
I championship. She won the women’s 500-yard freestyle, fin-
ishing 1.75 seconds faster than the woman in second place; 
Thomas became the first openly transgender athlete to win a 
NCAA Division I national championship. 

Thomas completed the required one-year of hormone 
replacement therapy in order to compete in the NCAA as a 
transgender athlete this season. By the time Thomas’ current 
swimming season began, she had been suppressing testosterone 
for over two years. Her times in the pool rose and her muscles 
softened. Very few people paid attention to Thomas’ swim-
ming career, until she began to win Invitationals. After the 
Zippy Invitational in Ohio, an anonymous group of University 
of Pennsylvania swimmers’ parents sent a letter to the NCAA 
requesting that Thomas be expelled from all future women’s 
competition. Although Thomas finished eighth in the 100-yard 
freestyle and fifth in the 200, there is still much debate held 
over her future as an NCAA athlete.

As Lia Thomas’s swimming career continues to gain attention, 
there has been a surge in anti-trasngender athlete bills, sparking 

a conversation on gender and equity in sports. For instance, 
on Mar. 25, Utah lawmakers voted to go against Republican 
Gov. Spencer Cox’s veto of legislation preventing youth 
transgender athletes from playing on girls’ sports teams. 
With the override of Cox’s veto, Utah will become the 12th 

by Emily Duvall
Humor Editor

On Mar. 19, National Women’s Soccer League 
(NWSL) history was made in the matchup that 
included Angel City Futbol Club (FC) and San 
Diego Wave FC. The match was the first in club 
history for both respective clubs. With an atten-
dance of over six thousand people, the match 
resulted in a hard fought score of 1-1. The game 
took place at California State University at Ful-
lerton, on Titan Field at 6:00 PM. 

Looking back a few years, Angel City FC 
announced they would take the pitch back in 
2020. Angel City FC resides in Los Angeles, and is 
set to have their home field as Banc of California 

Badminton swings into season

Wildcat softball and baseball squads dominate the diamond

Thomas wins NCAA championship amidst controversy
state to implement a ban against transgender youth in school 
sports when the law takes effect on July 1st. 

Since last year, over 25 bans on transgender athletes have 
been introduced. Some of the most recent bans include Ari-
zona and Oklahoma, both which passed bans and sent them to 
governors for approval in late March. These bans occurred one 
week after Lia Thomas won her title. However, some states, 
such as Kentucky and Indianna, have vetoed anti-transgender 
athletes sports bans. On Apr. 9, Kentucky’s governor Andy 
Beshear vetoed a bill that would have prevented transgender 
youth from competing on school sports teams. 

Regarding the Kentucky bill, titled Fairness in Womens’ 
Sports Act, Republican state Rep. Ryan Dotson stated, “This 
law ensures that both sexes get the opportunity to play in 
a competitive and fair environment.” However, the National 
Library of Medicine conducted a report in 2017 and found 
that there is “no direct or consistent research” that suggests 
that transgender athletes have a significant advantage over 
cisgender athletes. Thus, the discussion of equity in women’s 
sports continues to be highly debated as some argue that they 
are protecting cisgender female athletes, and others state that 
these bills are discriminatory, transphobic,  and proven to  
be unnecessary.
(Sources: NPR, CNN, The National Center for Biotechnology 
Information, ESPN, New Yorker)

Stadium in downtown LA. They are the 11th club to 
join the NWSL, yet they are unlike any other club 
in the league due to how they got their start. To 
begin, numerous big names located in Los Angeles, 
most notably Academy Award-winning actress and 
activist Natalie Portman founded the club. Many 
other Hollywood stars have invested in the team 
as well, such as Jennifer Garner, Christina Aguilera, 
and Gabrielle Union. Additionally, past and current 
notable athletes have invested, like Serena Wil-
liams, Julie Foudy, Billie Jean King, and Mia Hamm. 
The club’s founding goal is not only to field a team 
of phenomenal athletes, but also to provide a large 
stage for the best female professional athletes to 
play on and to create a community investing in 
women’s sports to make an impact on young women 
all over the country and the world.

The San Diego Wave FC was also very recently 
founded, as the expansion of the NWSL to Wave FC 
was announced on Jun. 8. The NWSL also announced 
that Wave FC would begin play in Spring 2022, the 
same as Angel City.  The club announced that Jill 
Ellis, former US Women’s National Soccer Team head 
coach and the only two-time FIFA Women’s World 
Cup winning manager, would work as the club’s 
president. The roster is full of talent from all over.

The teams both came out strong, with almost 
equal possession throughout the game. The first 
goal came from forward Savannah Mcaskill of Angel 
City in the 49th minute during the second half. San 
Diego’s second goal came near the end of the match 
from defender Kaleigh Riehl in the 81st minute, 
leaving the match tied at 1-1.

The teams met again during the NWSL Challenge 
Cup on Sat. Apr. 3.This match produced a fairly dif-
ferent score, with San Diego Wave FC winning 4-2. 
Both teams are competing in the NWSL Challenge 
Cup and will also be playing during the league’s 
regular season, so be sure to watch out for both 
of these new programs.
(Sources: San Diego Wave FC, Angel City FC, ESPN)

by Angela Sheu
People Editor

As gracefully described by LGHS senior 
Wesley Lin, badminton is “an eloquent craft 
[where players] have to spend countless hours 
perfecting the art of moving throughout the 
court and finding the perfect balance between 
contact with the shuttlecock and timing.” The 
2022 badminton season is in full swing for the 
LGHS Varsity and JV teams, who have been 
getting used both to their loosened protocols 
and to winning.

In past years, Los Gatos has often been a 
weaker team in the competitive league. None-
theless, the Varsity team has, according to Lin, 
“surprisingly gone four and four,” despite not 
having “more nationally ranked players or even 
more training.” LGHS senior Ananya Aswani 
Kumar, who is the team manager, stated, 
“We’ve already won quite a few games…That’s 
pretty good, especially for us.” Encapsulating 
the season so far, the athlete revealed, “we’re 
doing good, and our players are pretty strong.”

The badminton team adapted greatly last 
year as a result of the pandemic, leading to 

by Esha Bagora
Humor Editor

Three months into their 2022 season and all five Wildcat 
baseball and softball teams have found success on the LG fields. 

Thus far, LGHS Varsity baseball has played sixteen games, 
going 10-11 overall, losing only three league games so far. Their 
most spectacular win was against Leland High School, by a score 
of 10-3. Varsity Baseball’s biggest upset was against Aptos High 
School, where they unfortunately faced defeat, losing 11-1.  
Sophomore Carter Johnstone leads the team with one of the 
highest batting averages, 0.446, followed by senior Jaden Mena 
with 0.362, and junior Jake Boyd who has 0.317. Two home 
runs have been hit this season: one by senior Kaito Haake and 
another by junior Sebastian Buller.  

 JV baseball has played 14 games so far, unfortunately break-
ing their win streak of six games when they lost to Menlo-Ath-
erton on April 14. The team has gone 14-5 overall and 8-0 in 
league games, with a win percentage of 74 percent. Their most 
dramatic win was against Mountain View High School whom they 
beat by a score of  19-1 on Mar. 25. Their most difficult loss 
was against Carlmont , who beat them 14-3. Sophomore Talan 

Williams said, “we have a strong team and it has been really 
fun playing and winning.” 

The Freshman baseball team has won 11 games and lost 
seven overall, and has yet to play a league game. They’ve 
played two non-freshman teams and won against both with 
scores of 5-4 and 10-9. Their best win was against the Harbor 
Pirates, whom they beat 15-0. The toughest team they played 
was St. Ignatius, who beat them 12-2. 

Varsity softball has gone 16-2 so far this season, and they 
have won all six of their league games. Varsity softball’s best 

game was against Fremont High School, clobbering the opposing 
team by a score of  17-1. One of their only losses was against St. 
Francis who beat them 12-0. So far, the Varsity softball players have 
hit 15 home runs. Junior Annalyn Bean accounts for nearly half of 
the hits with seven, while senior Addison Payne has hit five, senior 
Lynsey Chiala  has hit two, and senior Sara Sharma has hit one. 
Chiala, one of the girls Varsity captains, shared her admiration for 
the strength of the team, revealing, “We have a great atmosphere 
with the girls and we never forget to play for the love of the game. 
We are hoping to go far into the CCS playoffs and challenge ourselves 
to be the best we can be.”

Junior Varsity softball has gone 11-7 overall and has won all 
three of their league games. One of their top wins was against Lin-
coln High School, whom they beat 20-2, and their worst loss was 
against St. Francis, who beat them 15-1. Two home runs have been 
hit this season, one by freshman Robyn Young and the other by 
freshman Nicole Steiner. Freshman Clare Torres has the highest 
batting average of 0.478, and is trailed by freshman athlete Addison 
Sorto, who bats a 0.468. 

All five teams will play games next week, so be sure to come out 
to the home fields and support your fellow Wildcats! 

PRACTICE PALS: Pranay Goel and Wesley Lin strike a pose.

READY TO GO: Freshman Robyn Young prepares to sprint off of third base.

ROUND OF APPLAUSE: Morgan raised awareness for the League.

Inaugural game expands NWSL 
a shortened season, a smaller roster, continuous 
COVID-19 testing, and other various COVID-19 
safety guidelines. While some adaptations remain, 
most have reverted to normal. Aswani explained, 
“Some of the major differences [between this year 
and last] are that we can take buses together now. 
We also have a JV team again; last year we didn’t.” 
According to Aswani, the expanded roster of the 
two teams combined has led to “more competition,” 
especially for competitive students who improve 
to “be on Varsity, instead of just looking for 
 enough players.”

The team has been working hard in their train-
ing. According to Lin, their “practices have been 
flowing; [they] don’t mess around, leave practice 
early, or hang out” because “winning games is the 
highlight of the year.” For Aswani, a high point of 
the season was “an insane game where [LG] won 
29 to 1” by “[winning] 14 games and [losing] just 
one.” Aswani regarded the excitement as “really 
cool for us.” In all, she considers team members 
to have developed “a strong, solid bond with each 
other” this season, which has “been fun.”

Players are optimistic for the rest of the team’s 
season and hope to continue winning. Lin encour-
ages interested students to “join badminton for 
[the] 2023 [season]” to help the team’s continued 
improvement in future years.

HISTORY IN THE MAKING: Supporters defend Lia Thomas’s right to compete.
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GAME STANCE: Badminton overtakes the Wildcat’s gym.

E. BagoraE. Bagora
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BEST OF THE BEST: Brown put up record setting numbers as a Steeler before being traded to the Raiders.

Torrey reviews upcoming National Football League Draft
by Senji Torrey
Public Relations Manager

The National Football League (NFL) Draft is set to begin on April 
28th, and as always, there’s no shortage of talent in this year’s class 
on both sides of the ball. Here’s a rundown of the top prospects and 
some potential steals.

Typically, there’s one player who finds himself at the top pick spot. 
This year, this player is defensive end Aidan Hutchinson. In his four 
years at Michigan, Hutchinson actually only had one truly spectacu-
lar season. Though he picked up 68 tackles and 4.5 sacks during his 
sophomore season, an ankle fracture sidelined him for a substantial 
portion of his 2020 season. However, in his final season as a Wolverine, 
Hutchinson heated up for 14 sacks and 2 forced fumbles in 14 games. 
This earned him a call to the NFL Combine, where he clocked the fastest 
3-cone drill at 6.73 seconds. This stat, among others, led NFL analyst 
Daniel Jeremiah to describe picking Hutchinson first as “too safe” for 
the Jacksonville Jaguars, you simply can’t go wrong with him. 

If there is one position that most every team can use at all times, 
it is an offensive lineman, and this year has yielded the cream of the 
crop in players like Evan Neal, Ickey Ekwonu, Charles Cross and many 
more. While Neal — a product of both IMG Academy and Alabama — 
is perhaps the most talked about player out of this talented bunch, 
all of these other names have established their potential just as well. 

For instance, Northern Iowa’s Trevor Penning performed at peak 
levels during his combine, putting up a blazing 4.89 second 40-yard 

Community grieves death of  Stanford goalkeeper K. Meyer
by Emily Duvall
Humor Editor

TW: This article includes suicide and topics related to suicide, 
reader discretion is advised.

On Tues., Mar. 1, Stanford Women’s Soccer goalkeeper and team 
captain Katie Meyer died by suicide. The university released a state-
ment, withholding Meyer’s name, shortly after Meyer was found dead 
in her dorm room. The following day, the university followed up on 
their previous statement, disclosing that the undergraduate student 
was Katie Meyer of the Stanford Women’s Soccer team. The Stanford 
Women’s Soccer Program’s Instagram later posted two photos of Meyer 
with the caption, “We love you, Katie.” 

Meyer was a 22 year old senior majoring in International Relations. 
As described by her close friends and family, Meyer’s energy, courage, 
and joy poured out of all aspects of her life. The Stanford Report wrote: 
“Her friends describe her as a larger-than-life team player in all her 
pursuits, from choosing an academic discipline she said ‘changed my 
perspective on the world and the very important challenges that we 
need to work together to overcome’ to the passion she brought to the 
Cardinal women’s soccer program and to women’s sports in general.” 

Meyer’s infectious charisma was visible from the stands of Laird Q. 
Cagan Stadium at Stanford, where she competed in Division I soccer 
for four years, in addition to wherever else she went. With the Cardi-
nal, Meyer led the women’s soccer program to clinch the 2019 NCAA 
Women’s Soccer National Championship, making two huge saves in 
the penalty shootout. Her celebrations headlined ESPN after the win. 
Captaining the squad since 2020, Meyer was on track to go into her 

March Madness commences
by Senji Torrey
Public Relations Manager

This year’s National Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion (NCAA) College Basketball tournament came 
with countless highlights analyzed and celebrated 
by basketball fans everywhere. However, amidst 
these most talked about moments were more under-
stated ones that contributed just as much to these 
games living up to its name: Madness. 

Though people raved about his team’s journey, 
the contributions of Saint Peter’s University guard 
Daryl Banks III are criminally understated. In their 
four-game campaign, Banks averaged 13.5 points, 
including 27 points against top ranked Kentucky. 
Matthew Lee, another guard for the Peacocks, also 
contributed a team-leading 12 assists throughout 
the team’s run. Both Banks’ and Lee’s contributions 
are undoubtedly overshadowed by fellow guard Doug 
Edert; although perhaps Edert has the better ‘stache, 
the stats speak for themselves.

Unsung heroes come by the dozen in the 
women’s competition because, let’s be honest, the 
general population does not invest much atten-
tion into the Women’s March Madness tournament. 
Don’t believe me? Here’s a test: Name three players 
on reigning champion South Carolina’s roster. How 
about one? How about forward Aliyah Boston, a 
player who averaged 16.8 points and an incredible 
15.3 rebounds throughout the Gamecocks’ champi-
onship run. In their title match against Connecticut, 
Brown was a workhorse, spending 35 of the 40 
minutes on the court, pulling down 16 rebounds, 
and putting 11 points on the board to give SC their 
second NCAA title. 

Many universities from both the men’s and 
women’s tournaments delivered this year, showcas-
ing their formidable talent against the seasonal 
favorites. One such team for the men was 10th-seed 
Miami. After barely edging out 7th-seeded USC, the 
Canes were not favored to triumph over the 2nd-

by Georgia Kaufman
Media Production Editor

The Los Gatos Rowing Club’s (LGRC) athletes 
launched a successful spring season with a myriad 
of regattas over the past few months. So far, ath-
letes have raced at six events since early February, 
racing in Long Beach, Lake Merced, San Diego, 
Oakland, and Lake Natoma. Both LGRC’s men’s and 
women’s youth teams have had prosperous racing 
results thus far.

All members of the men’s and women’s youth 
teams traveled to Long Beach, CA on Fri., Feb. 18, 
to compete the following day against California 
crews head to head on a 1450 meter stretch. Each 
LGRC crew took home a multitude of medals, 
with the women placing in over ten categories 
and the men placing in over ten as well. U17 and 
Novice athletes drove to Pacifica on Sat., Feb. 26 
to race against a more local group of crews. The  
race length at the Lake Merced regatta was 
1750 meters, and had the women placing in  
two categories and the men placing in six. All youth 
athletes then competed on the same course on Sat., 
Mar. 12 and placed in over ten categories as a club.

LGRC brought a select group of student athletes 
to San Diego on Mar. 24 for the annual ‘beginning 
of racing season’ regatta. The famed San Diego Crew 
Classic was held on Mission Bay on Mar. 26 and. 27. 
Bringing a total of seven quads (4x, x referring to a 
sculling boat that commonly does not have a cox-

BALLIN’: Krzyzewski shows team spirit with Duke merch.

THE CARDINAL: Meyer, pictured while playing a game on Stanford soccer field. 

LGRC competes around CA
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fifth year of competing with the Stanford Women’s Soccer program as 
a redshirt senior. Outside of Stanford’s soccer program, Meyer had long 
been working with a platform called Just Women’s Sports, highlighting 
all things related to female athletes, and additionally had just begun 
her talk show, titled “Be the Mentality.”

Over the last month, words of love and support for Meyer, her family, 
teammates, and loved ones have filled social media, sports teams, 
and news platforms. Numerous Stanford athletic programs have taken 
time before their matches to honor Meyer with moments of silence for 
her, and during their competitions many athletes wore and continue 

to wear Meyer’s initials, KM or KM19, to signify her Stanford jersey 
number. Outside of athletics, friends and teammates of Katie organized 
an open invite candle lighting ceremony on the evening of Mar. 2. An 
open memorial service for Meyer was held on the evening of Sat., Mar. 
12. at Meyer’s home high school field at Newbury Park High School, 
located in Southern California.

Meyer’s parents, Gina and Steve Meyer, spoke out on the Today 
Show on Fri., Mar. 4. In the interview, Gina wore Katie’s sweatshirt 
as she shared how the couple both spoke to Katie the morning of 
her death. G. Meyer shared, “The last couple days are like a parent’s 
worst nightmare and you don’t wake up from it.” Her father said at 
her service, “Katie, for me, is the song…It’s like an epic song. It goes 
from violin lullabies, to crunching power chords, to the whispers of 
Lana Del Rey, to the relentless drum beats of Metallica that were part 
of her personality. Even to Roger Daltrey’s scream.” 

Meyer’s death brings a lot of awareness and attention towards 
athlete’s mental health, and more conversations about the pressures 
and struggles of athletes are arising. A GoFundMe was created shortly 
after Meyer’s death by a close friend of the family for the Meyers to 
benefit Katie’s family. The site has already exceeded 200,000 dollars, 
and the family has donated to charities such as the AAAD (Athletes 
Against Anxiety and Depression), The Hidden Opponent, The Trevor 
Project, Nick’s Network of Hope, Active Minds, and Hilinski’s Hope.

Katie Meyer has been and continues to be a huge inspiration to 
athletes around the nation and world. Immensely dedicated to her sport 
and to the people surrounding her, her legacy will forever live on. KM19.
(Sources: Stanford University, Today Show, Ventura County Star)

seeded Auburn Tigers. However, stellar teamwork 
paired with lockdown defense saw Miami through 
to the Sweet Sixteen. Their subsequent victory 
over Iowa State sent them to the Elite Eight for 
the first time in the school’s history. 

The women’s bracket went mostly as planned, 
barring a spectacular run by Creighton comparable 
to Miami’s success on the men’s side. The Bluejays 
set off by handily defeating 7th-seed Colorado, 
before taking down 2nd-seeded Iowa in a nail-
biting finish. Coincidentally, Creighton then faced 
Iowa State, who were taken care of comfortably. 
A matchup against soon-to-be champions South 
Carolina proved a bit too difficult, however, and 
by the final buzzer, the Gamecocks’ were flying 
high over the Bluejays. 

Whether it was Aliyah Boston’s breakout 
performances, Miami’s unprecedented journey 
to the Elite Eight, or just the fact that this  
was legendary coach Mike Krzyzewski’s final games 
at the helm of Duke, this year’s March Madness 
proved to be one full of historical moments  
and long-awaited recognition for the under-
dogs that will be remembered until next March,  
when even more unbelievable moments will surely 
take the spotlight.
(Sources: The Takeaway, NCAA, ESPN)

swain.), every LGRC boat qualified for either the grand 
or petite final after a time trial on Saturday. Both the 
men’s and women’s Youth A 4x and the women’s U17 
4x placed second in the grand final. Los Gatos students 
who were in the youth entry boats included Los Gatos 
High School juniors Miles Kramer, Ian Moss, Alberto 
Lasso, Hannah Jenkins, Uma Kausik, and Grace 
Vierra. The U17 women’s entry that placed second 
in the grand final included sophomores Annika Sivi, 
Lucie Boillet, and Sarah Drabkin. Sophomore Diego 
Lasso placed third in the grand final in the U17 4x A. 
Both the U17 men’s B entry and the women’s Youth 
B entry placed first in the petite final. These boats 
included juniors Lara Cetin, Georgia Kaufman, and 
Amanda Collins, as well as sophomore Dillon Yoo. 
The men’s Youth B entry placed fourth in the petite 
final, including Los Gatos senior Justin Renner and 
junior Ethan Kim.

LGRC also raced exceptionally at both 510 sprints 
in Oakland, CA, on Sat., Apr. 2, as well as the League 
race in Lake Natoma, CA, on Sat., Apr. 9.

The student athletes are continuing to work 
towards Southwest Regionals in Lake Natoma, CA. 
The top four boats from each category make their 
way to Youth Nationals in Sarasota, FL in the begin-
ning of June. Follow the members of LGRC on their 
respective Instagram pages to keep updated with how 
their season is progressing! @losgatosrowingclub  
@lgrcvarsitywomen @lgrcvarsitymenROW, ROW, ROW THE BOAT: LGRC girls row at Long Beach.

ON THE WATER: Varsity member Kim rows at LGRC practice. 
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dash and position-leading 3-cone drill time of 7.25 seconds. For refer-
ence, the fastest time of the entire combine was 6.48 seconds. Boston 
College’s Zion Johnson is another top prospect who has slid under the 
radar in the weeks leading up to the draft. Even after a stellar outing at 
the combine, Johnson’s stock has remained at the late 1st and early to 
mid-second round mark. Even though his play style is a bit unorthodox, 
Johnson’s size is undeniably advantageous for any team looking for 
reliable blocking. As an added plus, this big man also packs a big brain; 
Johnson majored in computer science and is currently pursuing this at 
the same prestigious school he suited up for.

While offensive linemen are always in need, somehow, wide 
receivers are always more demanded by fans. Lucky for them, this 
year has supplied a surplus of them. From London to Austin, there’s 
a place for every receiver in the NFL. Currently, Gerald “Bum” Smith 
from the Ohio State University is the top prospect among a hand-
ful of incredibly gifted receivers. In his junior year, Wilson broke 
the 1,000-catching yards mark, averaging an impressive 15.1 yards 
per catch. As Todd McShay explained, “He’s a burner. The way he 
accelerates off the line of scrimmage puts so much pressure on  
defensive backs.” 

Jameson Williams of Alabama is another top lad to have entered 
the draft this year. Despite an ACL tear, he is still riding strong as one 
of the five wideouts to be taken off the board first. This is in large 
part to his versatility and malleability as a player. As Chris Simms put 
it, “You name it, he can do it…He’s the guy I wanna throw it to.”

At the end of the day, it must be remembered that there 
is no way to know the fate of even the most promising and 
seemingly foolproof prospects in the draft. As legendary 
quarterback Peyton Manning once said, “It takes 20 years to 
build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it.” On the flip 
side, however, in the wise words of Vince Lombardi, “There is 
no substitute for work.” These lads have certainly done “the 
work” up until this point, and it is now a waiting game to see 
who prospers on the big stage.
(Sources: ESPN, NFL, CBS Sports, mlive, rolltide.com, bceagles.
com, Inc.)

WOLVERINE PRIDE: Aidan Hutchinson tackles an offensive player.  
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by Alex Evans
Opinion Editor

As Los Gatos High School’s 2022 Female Athlete of the Year, it is 
shocking that senior Maddie Holloway has yet to appear in El Gato. 
Holloway earned her spot as El Gato’s Player of the Month for April 2022 
through her standout lacrosse accolades and commitment. Through 
all of her hard work on and off the field, Holloway earned a spot as 
one of the LGHS girls’ Varsity lacrosse captains and a future playing 
Division I lacrosse at George Mason University.    

Entering the sport in just the sixth grade, Holloway found her 
rightful place in goal a year later. The athlete explained that her team 
at the time, the Redhawks Girls’ Lacrosse Club, had players take turns 
in goal. She revealed that once it was her turn she “really just fell 
in love with the position and the sport.” From there, her career took 
off, as she began training with goalie specific coaches. At the time 
Holloway also began playing for Verve Lacrosse, a local travel club team, 
which allowed her to elevate her game and seek new opportunities. 

After entering the eighth grade, Holloway’s focus was already shift-
ing to the collegiate level, as she began attending camps and getting 
as much good film as she could. Although Holloway persevered, the 

by Elena Rexach
Public Relations Manager

As the second grading period of spring semester 
came to a close, the LGHS winterguard season did 
as well. After three exhilarating months of constant 
practice and five competitions, the guard competed 
in its final competition on Apr. 2 at Independence 
High School. 

Winterguard is the winter season of color guard, 
a performance art involving a variety of equipment. 
During fall season, the color guard performs in 
tandem with the marching band, providing an 
engaging visual aspect to accompany the music and 
convey a story or concept. In winter, the ensemble 
moves indoors and develops its own show, without 
any live music or marchers. The LGHS winterguard 
competes in the California Color Guard Circuit (CCGC) 
and Winterguard International (WGI) Regionals. 

The 2022 LGHS winterguard show, dubbed “Love 
Like This,” centered around enjoying the moment 
despite the pain of knowing it will soon end. As 
performers pranced around in beige outfits meant 
to resemble fall colors, bright autumn leaves were 
spread throughout the floor, representing a change 
in attitude and an increasing excitement. The show 
ran 4 minutes and 29 seconds, nearly exceeding the 
time limit for show length. 

 At their penultimate competition on Mar. 26 at 
James Logan High School, the ensemble received an 
astounding second out of five teams, with a score of 
73.78. This was an increase of over 20 points from 
their first competition, an exciting achievement for 
the team. While the guard got fourth out of seven 
teams at their final competition, the CCGC Champi-
onships, they did manage to continue their growth 
streak, with a one point increase in just a week of 
practice. Their final performance came on Apr. 8 in 

Color guard comes to close Tennis prepares for finals

Los Gatos High boys’ and girls’ lacrosse set up for CCS

pandemic massively affected her recruiting pathway. Regardless of her 
high performance at recruitment camps and tournaments, Holloway 
recounts that getting good film that she could send out to coaches 
was incredibly tough. 

In order to further expand her play, Holloway also tried out for 
the Women’s Premier Lacrosse League (WPLL) Futures Regional Team. 
Holloway achieved a spot on the regional team, but the tournament 
that typically follows was unfortunately canceled due to COVID-19. 
In addition to this incredible accolade, Holloway was also the only 
goalie to receive the MVP award at her session of the recruitment 
camp Western Winners. 

In her high school career, Holloway also celebrates earning a spot 
as captain of the Varsity team this year. She describes it as a tough 
job due to the responsibility, but also very rewarding in relation to 
the control of the dynamic and success of the team. In addition, LGHS 
recognized Holloway as the Female Athlete of the Year, from which she 
earned a 500 dollar scholarship and dinner with Hall of Fame inductees.    

All of these attempts to get herself out there ultimately succeeded, 
as Holloway committed to Butler University of Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Although she turned to decommit and pursue a different lacrosse path 

at George Mason University (GMU) of Fairfax, Virginia; as a part of 
the Atlantic 10 GMU has previously ranked in the top 10 nationally 
for DI women’s lacrosse.

Holloway has a massive amount of lacrosse ahead of her, as this 
summer she is already getting to work with her workout packet and 
school visits. Reflecting on the entire journey, Holloway remarks: “I 
embed in a spot I am very happy to be in.” With her expansive lacrosse 
experience and commitment to the sport, it is no doubt that Holloway 
will continue her path of success.

POM: Goalie Maddie Holloway dominates the lacrosse field 

GO LONG: Holloway gets ready to clear the ball to her teammates up the field.

the LGHS Gym, for Friends & Family Night. Jackson 
Baker, Coordinator of Winter Ensembles for LGHS, 
organized the event to honor the work that the 
winterguard and winter percussion teams had put in 
over the season, as well as the beautiful choreography 
created by the directors.  

Quinn Mekler, LGHS sophomore, reminisced 
about the joys of the winterguard season, “I felt 
like I got better with just being comfortable with 
[the equipment].” Sophomore Olivia Padwal noted 
a similar experience, recalling that, “As the season 
went on, I realized how much I trusted myself.” 
Mekler recalled “One of my favorite parts of this 
[season] was getting ready in the guard room 
before we would drive off. At one point I walked 
into the bathroom and saw our captains listening to 
Alvin and the Chipmunks’ cover songs while doing  
their makeup.”

Both members are eager to start the next color 
guard season, which will officially begin in August. 
Mekler encourages any of those interested to join. 
“It’s a really fun and unique experience.” They 
advise that newcomers, “find something that you 
really enjoy about it, and latch onto that. Let that 
fuel you through the [tough] moments.”  The duo, 
alongside the rest of the team, anxiously await the 
announcement of the fall show theme, which is 
expected to come out mid-May. 

READY! SET!: Captain Jackie Enns sets up to take the draw against an oposing player.

DON’T DROP IT: LGHS color guard preforms a moving piece.

by Macy Dennon
Sports Editor

Los Gatos girls’ lacrosse continues their win streak as the season 
progresses. So far, the Varsity Wildcats are undefeated in both league 
and out of league games. In just 11 games they have scored a total of 
188 goals this season. One of their largest accomplishments is defeating 
Mountain View High School, handing the Spartans their only loss of 
the season. Varsity has two upcoming games, one away against Palo 
Alto on Mon., Apr. 25, and their senior night game against Gunn High 
School on Mon., May 2.

Senior Maddie Holloway, captain of the Varsity crew, expressed 
excitement about her team, stating, “I feel like our team has bonded 
really well over the season. Everyone has been working super hard to 
keep our perfect record. I feel like our team has potential to make it 
far in CCS.” Along with Holloway, fellow senior captain Lily Brennan 
declared, “We all share the same love for the sport which I think has 
bonded us all in a special way which definitely helps us out on the 
field. We communicate well and can quickly fix and clean up any 
problems we are having during a game or practice, which has been a 
big contributor to our success this season.” When asked about how 

Central Coast Section (CCS) is looking for Varsity, Holloway revealed, 
“looking at our team right now, I feel like we can definitely put 
up a good fight against Sacred Heart Prep and Saint Ignatius. Of 
course I hope we win it all, but honestly I’m excited for some solid 
competition coming up against us.”

Los Gatos boys’ lacrosse is halfway through their season, and the 
teams look forward to even more wins and excitement in the coming 
weeks. Head Coach Chris Nespor said, “our core values are to take 
care of business. We don’t need to be distracted by who our opponent 
is, we want to just focus on ourselves.” Nespor described his love 
for Los Gatos lacrosse, stating that he “[loves it] because it is an 
up and coming program. [The team is]building [its] own reputation 
each week. That helps keep [the boys] motivated and focused.”

So far, the Varsity boys’ have a record of 9-4. Nespor asserted, 
“We hope to build off the momentum we have created the last few 
years to compete for a league title and earn a high seed in the CCS 
tournament. We are excited about our Spring Break trip where we 
will travel to the LA area for two great games!” The Varsity team 
traveled to Los Angeles to compete against Westlake Lacrosse and 
Harvard-Westlake Lacrosse in two heated matches. On Apr. 11, 

the first game against Westlake did not go in Los Gatos’ favor, with the 
Wildcats facing defeat with a score of 5-17. A nail biter followed on Apr. 
13 with an LG win and final score of 10-9.

Catch these Cats on Monday, Apr. 25 at 7:00 P.M. against Menlo-Ath-
erton at home. As Coach Nespor said, “We’d love to get a huge showing 
to our home games. Lacrosse games are fast, exciting, hard-hitting, and 
emotional. Come on out and get loud!”

E.  RexachE.  Rexach
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GET LOW: Player reaches for a ball to practice his technique.
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by Nathan Chen
Graphics Editor

With only one quarter of the season left, the 
boys’ tennis teams are still practicing hard, aiming 
for more wins in the coming weeks. Having played 
all their opponents once, the teams know what 
they are up against and are preparing to play at 
their highest level.

The past month was full of exciting matches, 
with both wins and losses. The teams played 
Homestead High School on Mar. 17 and Cupertino 
High School on Mar. 24. Even while putting their 
best foot forward, Los Gatos unfortunately lost to 
both teams. When competing against Monta Vista 
Highschool, Varsity players Zachary Hooks and 
Ryan Mostafavi played a very coordinated game, 
serving up great overhead hits throughout their 
doubles match. 

On Mar. 31, the teams played Saratoga High 
School, and there was a bit of tension between the 
two teams at first, no doubt an extension of the 
rivalry between the two schools. However, after the 
game ended, the players came together, resolving 
their differences and redevelop their friendships. 
During the game against Los Altos High School 

on Apr. 5, the doubles teams played beautifully 
and won their matches. It was a very close game 
between the two teams, but ultimately Los Gatos 
could not take a victory. 

Freshman Michael Hein, who has worked hard 
to be part of the Varsity team, loved playing against 
Los Altos. “The player that I played is someone that 
I’ve lost to in tournaments outside of school a lot, 
and then I beat him, so I was really happy with 
that.” Hein loves doubles games for their coop-
erative nature and their challenging quickness, 
noting that “I like doubles games more because 
they’re fast paced and need a quick reaction time.” 

Before a match, Hein makes sure he is ready 
to bounce, and his warm-up routine reflects that. 
“I usually do some jump ropes before a match to 
get my heart rate going,” he said, “and then some 
stretching to make sure my arms are ready.” Hein 
also enjoys being on the team for its tight-knit 
feeling. “I like how we’re very close together. We’re 
a team that has a lot of fun,” Hein mentioned, 
“there’s a lot of jokes and I like how we don’t hate 
each other. We get along very well.” 

Starting from a young age, Hein has found 
his passion in tennis. “I started playing tennis at 
three,” he said. “My dad started coaching me early, 
and then I started taking lessons from coaches.” 
As a student athlete, Hein learned to balance out 
school and sport responsibilities as his workload 
gradually increased. “I make sure that I get my 
homework done, but I also like tennis a lot,” 
he added. “I try to spend like one to two hours 
playing tennis every day to keep my skill going, 
and also focusing on homework afterward to get 
my grades up.”

With league finals on Apr. 28 and 29, boys’ 
tennis is sure to serve up some smashing matches. 

  N. Chen  N. Chen


